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Third party submissions in the proceedings concerning the case of
Thevenon v. France, application no. 46061/21
prepared by the Institute for Law and Public Policy

1.

By virtue of the Court’s letter dated 10 February 2022 the Institute for Law and Public

Policy1 (hereinafter – “the Institute”) was granted leave, under Rule 44 § 3 of the Rules of Court,
to make written submissions to the Court in the case of Thevenon v. France (application no.
46061/21).
Subject matter of the present submissions
2.

As stated in the leave to intervene in the present proceedings (Institute’s letter of 22

November 2021), the Institute shall provide the Court with materials related to the Russian
domestic legislation and practices on the issue of vaccination against COVID-19.
3.

Being mindful of the Court’s directions as regards the content of the present submissions,

the Institute shall focus primarily on the Russian legislation and practices on the matter without
commenting on the facts and merits of the case.
4.

Accordingly, the present submissions shall be focused on four main issues.

5.

First, the Institute shall provide the Court with the overview of the Russian federal

legislation on the issue of vaccination, with special attention given to vaccination against COVID19.
6.

Second, the Institute shall provide the Court with the overview of the Russian regional

legislation as regards the issue of mandatory vaccination of workers against COVID-19.
7.

Finally, the Institute shall provide an overview of the existing case-law in relation to the

review of the regional legislation in domestic courts (issue three) and in relation to the review of
individual measures concerning suspension from work due to refusal to undergo vaccination
against COVID-19 (issue four).
Summary of conclusions
8.

Vaccination against COVID-19 and other infectious diseases is primarily regulated on the

regional rather than on the federal level. Federal legislation, however, (i) provides for vaccination
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schedule, (ii) a list of professional areas considered to be dangerous due to high risk of spreading
of infections and, therefore, being specifically affected by the vaccination obligation, and (iii)
serves as legal ground to suspend unvaccinated workers from work or to arrange for remote
performance of working duties.
9.

As to the regional legislation, workers mainly from educational, medical, social,

restaurants and cafes, beauty and sport, culture spheres are under an obligation to undergo
mandatory vaccination. In most regions a specific number (percentage) of employees that must
undergo vaccination is prescribed. Likewise, in a vast majority of regions refusal to get vaccinated
on medical grounds is permitted. However, only one fourth of Russian regions provide for specific
consequences for refusal to get vaccinated in the absence of health issues – these include
suspension from work and, in several regions, remote working arrangements.
10.

Russian legislation allows to challenge both regional legislation and individual measures.

To date, there appears to be no cases where the applicants would have successfully challenged
regional legislation in the Russian courts.
11.

As regards the case-law concerning application of individual measures such as suspension,

current judicial practice demonstrates that except for duly proven medical grounds, refusal to
undergo vaccination against COVID-19 is not allowed irrespective of the number of vaccinated
employees working in a particular organisation.
Conclusions
12.

As a preliminary remark it must be stated that vaccination issues are primarily regulated

on the regional, not federal level in Russia. Federal legislation only covers main principles as
regards vaccination (including against COVID-19). Accordingly, federal legislation issues
(general principles) are covered under Issue 1 while Issue 2 is dedicated to the detailed information
on vaccination against COVID-19 of persons of specific professions.
Issue 1 – Federal legislation as regards vaccination
13.

In accordance with paragraphs 2, 3 of Article 11 of Federal Law No. 52-FZ of March 30,

1999 “On Sanitary and Epidemiological Welfare of the Population” (hereinafter - Law No. 52-FZ)
employers are obliged to comply with sanitary legislation requirements and relevant decisions of
the competent officials, in particular, a regional chief state sanitary inspector (paragraph 3 of
Article 46 of Law No. 52-FZ).
14.

The Law No. 52-FZ provides for preventive vaccinations carried out in order to prevent

the occurrence and spread of infectious diseases (paragraph 2 of Article 25, paragraphs 1, 3 of
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Article 29, Article 35). While ordinarily vaccinations are carried out in accordance with the Stateappointed calendar (Order No. 125n of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation of March
21, 2014), in case of (threat of) spreading of infectious diseases regional chief state sanitary
inspectors and their deputies may take obligatory decisions to preventively vaccinate citizens or
specific groups thereof (subparagraph 6 of paragraph 1 of Article 51 of Law No. 52-FZ , paragraph
2 of Article 10 of the Federal Law No. 157 of September 17, 1998 “On Immunoprophylaxis of
infectious Diseases” (hereinafter – the Immunoprophylaxis Law)). At the time of writing
vaccination against COVID-19 is one of those obligatory preventive vaccinations that must be
undergone in accordance with the calendar (it was introduced following the adoption of the Order
of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation No. 1307n of December 9, 2020).
15.

According to Part 3 of Article 20 of Federal Law No. 323-FZ of November 21, 2011 “On

the Basics of Public Health Protection in the Russian Federation” (hereinafter – Health Protection
Act) and paragraph 1 of Article 5, paragraph 2 of Article 11 of the Immunoprophylaxis Law a
citizen has the right to refuse preventive vaccinations.
16.

Under paragraph 3 of Article 5 of the Immunoprophylaxis Law, refusal to undergo

preventive vaccination is normally submitted in writing. Based on paragraph 2 of Article 5 of the
Immunoprophylaxis Law, the absence of preventive vaccinations entails, in particular, refusal of
employment or suspension from work, the performance of which is associated with a high risk of
infectious diseases. The list of such works and employment that are associated with a high risk of
infectious diseases, is approved by the Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation No.
825 of July 15, 1999 (hereinafter – the List).
17.

The List includes organisations that carry out:

● Agricultural, hydro-reclamation, construction and other works on excavation and movement
of soil, procurement, commercial, geological, survey, expedition, deratisation and disinsection
works in territories unfavorable for infections common to humans and animals.
● Logging, clearing and landscaping of forests, recreation and recreation areas of the population
in areas that are unfavorable for infections common to humans and animals.
● Work in organisations for the procurement, storage, processing of raw materials and animal
products obtained from farms that are disadvantaged by infections common to humans and
animals.
● Work on harvesting, storage and processing of agricultural products in territories that are
unfavorable for infections common to humans and animals.
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● Work on the slaughter of livestock sick with infections common to humans and animals,
harvesting and processing of meat and meat products obtained from it.
● Work related to the care of animals and maintenance of livestock facilities in livestock farms
that are disadvantaged by infections common to humans and animals.
● Work on trapping and keeping neglected animals.
● Maintenance of sewage facilities, equipment and networks.
● Work with patients with infectious diseases.
● Work with live cultures of infectious disease pathogens.
● Work with human blood and biological fluids.
● Work in organisations engaged in educational activities.
18.

Accordingly, persons working in organisations that fall under the List’s description must

be vaccinated against COVID-19 in order to be admitted to work or they risk being suspended
from work.
19.

Noteworthy, Article 76 of the Labour Code of the Russian Federation which provides that

during the suspension period no salary is paid to an employee. Article 312.9 of the Labour Code
of the Russian Federation provides that in case an employee can work remotely, an employer has
a right, but is not obliged, to offer an employee such an opportunity.
Issue 2 – Regional legislation relating to mandatory vaccination of persons of certain
professions
20.

There are currently more than eighty regions in the Russian Federation. 2 Each region has

its own legislation as regards vaccination against COVID-19. Annex 1 to the present submission
contains a detailed table with the description of the relevant legislation of all regions
(administrative divisions) of Russia, while the summary of this information is presented below.
21.

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, all regions of the Russian Federation

introduced mandatory vaccination requirements for certain categories of people. In addition, the
vast majority of regions introduced percentage thresholds as regards the number of employees in
certain spheres who must be vaccinated against COVID-19.

2
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22.

As for the categories of persons subject to mandatory vaccination, the most common

categories include workers (either under employment or civil-law contracts) in the following
spheres:
● trade;
● food and catering industry;
● public services – clients divisions (post, financial organisations, multifunctional centers
providing state and municipal services, social services centers, healthcare centers etc);
● beauty and wellness industry (beauty and spa salons, saunas, fitness centers, swimming pools
etc);
● public transportation, including taxi;
● culture (theaters, cinemas, concert halls; leisure, entertainment., spectacular events; exhibition
halls, museums etc);
● household services, including laundries, dry cleaners and other similar services;
● education and children upbringing (playrooms, entertainment centers or other premises,
educational events premises etc).
23.

As regards the number of employees who must undergo mandatory vaccination, in the

majority (more than ¾) regions of Russia at least 80% of employees must be vaccinated. Some
regions, however, do not establish a specific number (or percentage), while in other regions the
number differs in respect of different categories of workers. For instance, in the Leningrad Oblast
at least 95% of employees of medical, educational and social organisations must be vaccinated
while when it comes to other spheres mentioned in the applicable regional legislation, only 80%
of employees must be vaccinated.
24.

The diagram below represents the numbers as regards different regions in Russia and it

reads as follows:
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-

at least 60 % - 1%;

-

at least 80% - 78%;

-

at least 90% - 1%;

-

at least 100% - 1%;

-

no information about percentage - 13%;

-

diversification - 6%.

25.

Finally, regional legislation establishes grounds for refusal to get vaccinated. The vast

majority of regional laws permit refusal on medical grounds while some laws also allow
vaccination suspension for those who recovered from COVID-19 within the last six months.
26.

The numbers are the following:
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-

refusal authorised on medical grounds - 88%;

-

refusal authorised on medical grounds and/or recent COVID-19 recovery - (8%);

-

no information - 4%.

27.

As regards the consequences of refusal to undergo vaccination, there are no specific

requirements in the vast majority (about ¾) of Russian regions. Suspension of unvaccinated
employees as a sole measure is prescribed only in a few regions; more frequently, regional laws
provide for either suspension or remote work.

-

no restrictions - 78%;

-

suspension or remote work - 18%;

-

obligatory suspension - 4%;

-

possible suspension - 1%.

Issue 3 - Case-law overview – regional legislation challenged
28.

As a preliminary remark, the Institute notes that the Court does not review legal norms in

abstracto but determines whether the manner in which they were applied to, or affected, an
applicant, is consistent with the Convention (see, for instance, Roman Zakharov v. Russia [GC],
no. 47143/06, § 164, ECHR 2015). Nevertheless, “it is open to a person to contend that a law
violates his or her rights, in the absence of an individual measure of implementation, if he or she
is required either to modify his or her conduct or risks being prosecuted or if he or she is a member
of a class of people who risk being directly affected by the legislation.”3
3

ECHR’s
Practical
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on
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(with

further

references),

URL:
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29.

The Russian legislation indeed permits challenging domestic legal normative acts in courts

under Chapter 21 of the Code of Administrative Procedure of Russia. To date, however, the Court
did not have a chance to tackle this type of proceedings.
30.

Turning to the Russian COVID-19 judicial practice, several sets of judicial proceedings

were identified in which applicants challenged regional legislation concerning different antiCOVID-19 measures, including vaccination. Detailed description of those cases is available in
Annex 2 to the present submissions.
31.

By way of summary, it should be stated that none of the applicants succeeded. Regional

courts left regional regulations unchanged based on the authority of regional governments to
introduce compulsory measures for all citizens and organisations in the region in the situations of
emergency or high alert regime, and also held that the choice of specific restrictive measures and
means of their implementation was within the authority of regional governments and depended on
the epidemic situation in the respective region. The Khabarovsk Regional Court also noted that
relevant legislation provided for an opportunity to refuse to undergo vaccination on medical
grounds which demonstrated proportionality and reasonableness of these norms.4
32.

One case5 concerned introduction of mandatory threshold of a number of vaccinated

employees in an educational institution. The claimant, a teacher, complained, inter alia, about the
compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 and the impossibility to carry on her professional
activities in case of refusal to get vaccinated. The domestic courts decided to discontinue the
proceedings holding that the relevant decree of the Chief State Sanitary Inspector of the
Kaliningrad Region was addressed to the heads of educational institutions and, therefore, the
applicant’s rights were not concerned by it. The court also found that since the applicant was
exempt from vaccination on medical grounds, she was not subject to compulsory vaccination.
33.

Therefore, to date, there are no cases where applicants would have successfully challenged

regional legislation in the Russian courts.
Issue 4 – Case-law overview – individual measures challenged
34.

The Code of Civil Procedure of Russia allows cases regarding suspension from work or

termination of contracts to be heard in Russian courts.
35.

There are a number of judicial decisions where the applicants (employed in the spheres of

trade, education, culture, military etc) challenged individual measures relating to their refusal to
4

Decision of the Khabarovsk Regional Court of 2 February 2022 in case no. 3a-2/2022.

5

Appellate ruling of the First Appellate General Jurisdiction Court of 8 December 2021 in case no. 66a-4918/2021.
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undergo compulsory vaccination. Detailed description of and relevant references to the respective
cases are provided for in Annex 3 to the present submissions.
36.

Analysis of those domestic decisions revealed that only one of the applicants who were

suspended from work following their refusal to get vaccinated6 succeeded in the proceedings
(some proceedings, however, are currently pending7).
37.

The only successful applicant was a tailor: the Krasnooktyabrskiy District Court of

Volgograd8 held that the applicant was not obliged to be vaccinated since her profession did not
fall within the scope of the relevant regional legislation. The court also analysed the particular
situation of the applicant stating that she did not contact an unlimited number of people while
performing her professional duties. Therefore, her suspension was invalidated.
38.

As regards all other cases, the individual measures against the applicants were not revoked.

39.

In some cases, the courts noted that the applicants failed to prove that their refusals were

based on medical grounds9.
40.

Some judgments referred to the necessity and proportionality of COVID-19 vaccination

measures10 and specifics of the applicants’ profession.11
41.

Noteworthy, in several judgments national courts rejected the applicants’ arguments that

the minimum number of vaccinated employees of a particular organization had already been
reached (and the organisation, therefore, had complied with the requirements laid out in the
regional legislation). The courts nevertheless found that the applicants were under an obligation to
get vaccinated and/or that their suspensions were therefore legitimate. 12
42.

It appears that Russian courts, therefore, interpret regional legislation as not allowing any

exemptions from the vaccination obligation apart from the one on medical grounds.13

6

Decision of the Voroshilovskiy District Court of Volgograd of 1 December 2021 in case no. 2-2386/2021.

7

Decision of the Voroshilovskiy District Court of Volgograd of 1 December 2021 in case no. 2-2386/2021.

8

Decision of the Krasnooktyabrskiy District Court of Volgograd of 23 December 2021 in case no. 2-3600/2021.

9

See, for instance, Appellate ruling of the Kursk Regional Court of 8 February 2022 in case no. 33-384/2021.

10

Appellate ruling of the Nizhniy Novgorod Regional Court of 1 February 2022 in case no. 33-1474/2022.

11

Appellate ruling of the Supreme Court of the Sakha Republic of 15 December 2021 in case no. 33-4116/2021.

12

Decision of the Proletarskiy District Court of Tula of 29 September 2021 in case no. 2-1972/202; Appellate ruling
of the Kostroma Regional Court of 29 December 2021 in case no. 33-2671/2021; Appellate ruling of the Tula Regional
Court of 22 December 2021 in case no. 33-4227/2021; Appellate ruling of the Tula Regional Court of 15 December
2021 in case no. 33-4126/2021.
13

See, for instance, Appellate ruling of the Vladimir Regional Court of 21 December 2021 in case no. 33-4665/2021.
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43.

Accordingly, the current judicial practice demonstrates that refusal to undergo vaccination

against COVID-19 except on duly proven medical grounds is not accepted irrespective of the
number of vaccinated employees of a particular organisation.
44.

To conclude, the Institute sincerely hopes that the present submissions will be useful for

the Court in the proceedings in the case of Thevenon v. France.
45.

The present submissions are sent to the Court within the time-limit fixed in the Court’s

letter of 10 February 2022.

Respectfully,
(on behalf of the Institute for Law and Public Policy)
Ekaterina Lazareva
3 March 2022
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ANNEX 1
REQUIREMENTS TO THE MANDATORY VACCINATION AGAINST COVID-19 IN THE REGIONAL LEGISLATION
Constituti
onal entity
Republic
of
Mordovia

Act and details

Categories of citizens and percentage

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Republic of Mordovia dated 11
October 2021 No. 6693 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on 22
October 2021 and 3 November
2021 )

At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract, for
economic entities (individual entrepreneurs, legal entities) operating in
organizations:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- providing services for the sale of a tourist product, hotel services,
household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar services;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, sanatorium treatment, social protection and social
services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- federal state civil servants of territorial bodies of federal executive bodies
located on the territory of the Republic of Mordovia; state civil servants,
municipal employees of the Republic of Mordovia; persons holding state
and municipal positions in the Republic of Mordovia; employees of state
institutions;
- law enforcement officers;

Exception to the
rule
Contraindications to
vaccination

Date of vaccination
15.11.2021:
first
component
15.12.2021: second
component

Consequences
refusal
No information

22.11.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine
15.12.2021: second
component
for
workers, employees
of
industrial
enterprises,
construction
and
design, agriculture
and
processing
industry
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Belgorod
Oblast

Bryansk
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Belgorod Oblast dated 18
October 2021 No. 592 “On
preventive
vaccinations
against a new coronavirus
infection (COVID-19) for
certain groups of citizens
according to epidemiological
indications” (as amended on 27
October 2021 )

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Bryansk Oblast dated 26 June
2021 No. 4 “On preventive
vaccinations for certain groups
of citizens according to
epidemic indications” (as
amended on 15 October 2021
and 10 December 2021 )

- persons aged 60 and over;
- adult citizens studying in all educational organizations;
- employees of industrial enterprises, construction and design, agriculture
and processing industry
No percentage
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- persons aged 60 and over;
- employees of organizations in the sphere of service provision, with the
exception of employees of medical and educational organizations;
- employees of transport and energy organizations;
- employees of multifunctional centers;
- employees of law enforcement agencies, state control bodies at
checkpoints across the state border;
- persons working on a rotational basis;
- volunteers,
- public civil servants, holding the positions of the state civil service of the
Russian Federation in the Belgorod Oblast, municipal employees, holding
the positions of the municipal service of the Belgorod Oblast and their
subordinate organizations
At least 60% of the total number of employees
According to amendments on 15 October 2021 – at least 80% of the total
number of employees, including persons previously vaccinated, as well as
those who recovered from a new coronavirus infection (COVID-19) no
more than 6 months ago

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.11.2021:
first
component
15.12.2021: second
component

No information

Contraindications to
vaccination

01.10.2021:
first
component
15.11.2021 second
component

No information

Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
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Voronezh
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Voronezh Oblast dated 6
October 2021 No. 4 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on 19
October 2021 )

- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service of the
Bryansk Oblast, municipal employees holding positions of the municipal
service of the oblast, employees of the oblast authorities and subordinate
organizations
At least 80% of the total number
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the following
areas:
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- transport services (public transport, taxi);
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- trade;
- catering;
- hotel and other services;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- postal services;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage salons;
- solariums, baths, saunas;
- sports and recreation complexes, fitness clubs, swimming pools, water
parks;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
facilities;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- employees of state control bodies at checkpoints across the state border;
persons working on a rotational basis; volunteers;
- public civil servants, holding positions of the public civil service;
municipal employees holding the positions of the municipal service;

Contraindications to
vaccination

20.10.2021: provide
lists of employees
subject
to
vaccination
to
medical
organizations at the
location of the
facility
30.10.2021:
first
component
30.11.2021: second
component

No information
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Kaluga
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Kaluga Oblast dated 14
October 2021 No. 17 “On
mandatory vaccination against
COVID-19
for
certain
categories
of
citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications in the Kaluga
Oblast” (as amended on 24
November 2021 )

employees of state authorities of the Voronezh Oblast and their
subordinate organizations;
- employees of continuous and hazardous production (the list is specified
in the annex to the Resolution of dated 19 October 2021 No. 5).
At least 80%, including those who have been ill in the last 6 months
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- persons aged 60 and over;
- employees of medical and health-improving organizations;
- employees of educational organizations, incl. additional education;
- employees of institutions of social service and social protection;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- employees of organizations of transport and transport infrastructure,
energy, industrial enterprises, construction and design, agriculture and
processing industry;
- employees of law enforcement agencies, state control agencies at
checkpoints across the state border, employees of the judiciary;
- people working on a rotational basis, volunteers;
- military personnel, persons subject to conscription for military service;
- employees of organizations providing services:
- trade;
- beauty salons, hairdressing, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners, ateliers and other
similar services; catering;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- organizations providing postal services;
- services for the transportation of passengers, baggage and cargo;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- pension, social and medical insurance, employment services;
- cellular communication;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events, incl. museums, theaters,
cinemas, concert and exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes, circuses, zoos, water parks);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;

Recommend
employers
to
transfer employees
who
have
documented
contraindications to
vaccination
to
remote work

15.11.2021:
first
component
15.12.2021: second
component

Suspend from work
and / or transfer to a
remote
work
employees
who
have not had a
single vaccination
against COVID-19
from 16.11.2021,
without a completed
vaccination course
from 16.12.2021 for
the
period
of
epidemiological
trouble
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Kursk
Oblast

Decree the Chief State Sanitary
Inspector of the Kursk Oblast
dated 7 October 2021 No. 11
“On additional measures to
carry
out
preventive
vaccinations in the Kursk
Oblast for certain groups of
citizens according to epidemic
indications” (as amended on 11
November 2021 and 27
December 2021 )

- recreation and health improvement services for minor children;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- legal, printing services;
- hotel, tourist services;
- information services;
- services of pharmacies and veterinary organizations;
- services of cleaning companies;
- services for disinfection, disinfestation, deratization;
- funeral services;
- car maintenance and repair services;
- services of security companies;
- delivery services, courier services;
- state civil and municipal employees; persons holding public positions in
the Kaluga Oblast;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old, sent for internships
and classes outside the structural divisions of professional organizations
and educational organizations of higher education
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service of the
Kursk Oblast, municipal employees holding positions of the municipal
service of the oblast, employees of the oblast authorities and organizations
subordinate to them;
- employees of trade in food and non-food products;
- employees of public catering organizations;
- employees of educational organizations, incl. organizations of additional
education;
- employees of healthcare organizations, social protection, social services;
- employees of public transport, including taxis;
- employees of housing and communal services and energy organizations;
- employees of organizations in the field of consumer services, incl.
laundries, dry cleaners and other similar services;
- employees of beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, sports and recreation centers, fitness clubs,
swimming pools;
- employees of organizations providing hotel services;
- employees of client departments of financial organizations,
organizations providing postal services;

Contraindications to
vaccination

01.11.2021:
first
component
01.12.2021: second
component

No information

Decree
of
11.11.2021:
In the areas of
secondary
vocational
and
higher education,
recruiting
volunteers
and
people working on a
rotational
basis:
15.12.2021:
first
component,
15.01.2022:
the
second component
at least 80% of the
total number of
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Lipetsk
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Lipetsk Oblast dated 30
September 2021 No. 598 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on 26
November 2021 and 26
January 2022 )

- employees of multifunctional centers for the provision of state and
municipal services;
- employees of cultural, exhibition, educational events (including
museums, exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings);
- employees of leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game
events, master classes);
- employees of children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers,
children's camps, other places for holding such events for minors in
buildings, structures (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- empolyees of theaters, cinemas, concert halls, circuses;
- persons involved in mass physical culture and sports events;
- persons aged 60 and over;
- persons with chronic diseases, incl. diseases of the bronchopulmonary
system, cardiovascular system, diabetes mellitus and obesity;
- persons over 18 years of age studying in secondary vocational
educational organizations, higher education organizations, incl. sent for
internship outside the structural divisions of educational organizations;
- volunteers;
- persons working on a rotational basis;
- persons subject to conscription for military service.
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- health care;
- education;
- social protection and social services;
- trade;
- catering;
- food production;
- public transport, taxi;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;

employees,
studying persons
Persons aged 60
years and older,
persons
with
chronic
diseases,
incl. diseases of the
bronchopulmonary
system,
cardiovascular
system,
diabetes
mellitus
and
obesity: 15.12.2021
first
component,
15.01.2022 second
component

Contraindications to
vaccination

Until 01.12.2021,
organize preventive
vaccinations

No information

Decree
of
26.01.2022:
until
01.03.2022,
organize preventive
vaccinations
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Oryol
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the Oryol
Oblast dated 18 October 2021
No.
3
“On
preventive
vaccinations against a new
coronavirus
infection
(COVID-19)
for
certain
categories (groups) of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications in the Oryol
Oblast”

- hairdressing salons, beauty salons, beauty salons, SPA salons, massage
salons, solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming
pools;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- industrial enterprises of a continuous cycle;
- public civil servants holding positions in the civil service of the Lipetsk
Oblast, municipal employees holding positions in the municipal service of
the oblast, employees of the oblastal authorities and their subordinate
organizations, employees of local governments in the oblast;
- persons over 18 years of age studying in professional educational
organizations and educational institutions of higher education;
- persons 60 years and older;
- employees of cultural, exhibition, educational events (including
museums, exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings); leisure,
entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master classes);
- employees of children's recreation and rehabilitation organizations
(including children's day camps), children's playrooms, children's
entertainment centers, other places for holding such events for minors in
buildings, structures, constructions (premises in them), including in parks
of culture and recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- persons working in the field of providing hotel services;
- persons working in the field of trade and public catering, carrying out
activities for the courier delivery of products;
- employees of employment centers
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, SPA salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.11.2021:
first
component
07.12.2021: second
component

No information
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Moscow
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Moscow Oblast dated 11
October 2021 No. 6 “On the
conduct
of
preventive
vaccinations according to
epidemic
indications
for
certain groups of citizens”

- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings, etc.), with the exception of official
events organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- public civil servants holding positions in the state civil service, municipal
employees holding positions in the municipal service, employees of
government bodies and organizations subordinate to them in the Oryol
Oblast
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- delivery of goods and food, incl. courier;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection, social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- promotional activities;

Contraindications to
vaccination

10.11.2021:
first
component or single
component vaccine
10.12.2021: second
component

No information
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Nizhniy
Novgorod
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Nizhniy Novgorod oblast
dated 20 June 2021 No. 4091
“On preventive vaccinations
for certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on 23
July 2021, 7 October 2021 and
23 November 2021 )

- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other venues for similar events for minors in buildings, structures
(premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation, shopping and
entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- public civil servants holding positions in the state civil service of the
Moscow Oblast, municipal employees holding positions in the municipal
service of the oblast, employees in the state authorities of the oblast, in
local governments and organizations subordinate to them
At least 60%, as amended by 7 October 2021 – at least 80%, taking into
account persons previously vaccinated, as well as recovering from
coronavirus infection (COVID-19) no more than 6 months ago
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract, for
economic entities (individual entrepreneurs, legal entities) operating in
organizations:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;

Contraindications to
vaccination

25.07.2021:
first
component
25.08.2021: second
component

No information

Decree
of
07.10.2021:
organize
vaccination against
a new coronavirus
infection (COVID19) for employees
with
an
immunization level
of at least 80%,
taking into account
people who were
previously
vaccinated, as well
as
those
who
recovered
from
coronavirus
infection (COVID19) no more than 6
months ago, by
09.11.2021.
Persons 60 years
and
older:
17.12.2021:
first
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Penza
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the Penza
Oblast dated 7 October 2021
No.
3
“On
preventive
vaccinations
against
coronavirus
infection
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on 13
October
2021
and
24
November 2021 )

- mass physical culture and sports events;
- hotel services and temporary maintenance services;
- delivery of goods and food, incl. courier;
- federal state civil servants of territorial bodies of federal executive bodies
located on the territory of the Nizhniy Novgorod oblast; state civil
servants, municipal employees of the oblast; persons holding state and
municipal positions of the oblast;
- law enforcement officers;
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations (enterprises) operating in the industrial sector;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old, sent for internships
and classes outside the structural divisions of professional educational
organizations and educational organizations of higher education;
- persons 60 years of age and older
At least 80%
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade in food and non-food group of goods;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners, hairdressers and other
similar services;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- catering;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- organizations providing postal services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- industrial enterprises, incl. food industry enterprises;
- cellular communication;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events, incl. museums, theaters,
cinemas, concert and exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings);
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events,
mother classes, circuses, zoos);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,

component,
07.01.2022: second
component

Contraindications to
vaccination

01.11.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine
01.12.2021: second
component
As
amended:
different
terms
depending
on
category

Suspend from work,
transfer to remote
work
from
15.11.2021 persons
who have not had a
single vaccination
against
a
new
coronavirus
infection,
from
15.12.2021
persons who do not
have a completed
vaccination course,
with the exception
of persons with
contraindications
As
amended:
recommend
to
suspend from work
and / or transfer to
remote work from
01.11.2021 persons
who have not had a
single vaccination
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Saratov
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Saratov Oblast dated 8 October
2021 No. 10 “On preventive
vaccinations against a new
coronavirus infection ( COVID
-19) according to epidemic
indications
for
certain
categories (groups) of citizens
of the Saratov oblast in 2021”
(as amended on 25 October
2021 )

structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
rest;
- physical culture, sports events;
- legal, printing services;
- hotel, tourist services;
- services of pharmacies and veterinary organizations;
- services of cleaning companies;
- services for disinfection, disinfestation, deratization;
- funeral services;
- car maintenance and repair services;
- services of security companies;
- delivery services, courier services;
- mass media;
- volunteers;
- activities in the field of communications based on wire technologies;
- activities in the field of crop production and animal husbandry, hunting
and the provision of relevant services in these areas;
- construction of buildings, construction of engineering structures,
specialized construction works;
- public civil servants holding positions in the state civil service of the
Russian Federation, Penza oblast, municipal employees holding positions
in the municipal service of the oblast, employees of the oblastal authorities
and organizations subordinate to them, deputies of the oblastal and
municipal levels;
This measure does not apply to persons who have contraindications to
preventive vaccination against COVID-19;
- persons aged 60 and over
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- employees of educational organizations;
- employees of medical organizations;
- employees of organizations of social services for the population,
multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services
to the population;
- employees of organizations in the field of service provision (in trade
facilities, public catering; delivery of goods and food, including courier;
public transport, taxi; in organizations providing communication services,
including postal; hotel services, household services, including services of
hairdressing salons, baths, saunas, laundries, dry cleaners, swimming

against
a
new
coronavirus
infection,
from
01.12.2021
persons who do not
have a completed
vaccination course,
with the exception
of persons who have
contraindications to
vaccination

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.11.2021:
first
component
15.12.2021: second
component

No information
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Tula
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the Tula
Oblast dated 25 October 2021
No. 5 “On mandatory
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens” (as
amended on 26 October 2021)
Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the Tula
Oblast dated 18 January 2022
No. 1 “On re-vaccination of
certain groups of citizens”

pools, water parks and other services related to servicing the population,
employees of organizations providing cleaning services, employees of
organizations providing cultural and entertainment services to the
population, employees of sports organizations, fitness centers; employees
of client departments of financial and credit organizations)$
- public civil servants holding the positions of the state civil service,
municipal employees holding the positions in the municipal service,
employees of state authorities of the oblast and organizations subordinate
to them, employees of local governments and organizations subordinate
to them;
- employees of housing and communal services and energy;
- employees of transport infrastructure (airport, railway stations);
- employees of pharmaceutical organizations engaged in retail trade and
delivery of pharmaceutical products
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, sports and health: complexes, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- social services, social protection, employment, as well as in other
institutions, the powers of the founder of which are vested in the Ministry
of Labor and Social Protection of the Tula oblast;
- cultures operating on the territory of the Tula oblast;
- providing places for temporary residence;
- enterprises and organizations of the Tula oblast that have a significant
impact on the socio-economic development of the Tula oblast, according
to the established list;
- education;
- health care;
- construction;
- agriculture;

No information

15.11.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine
07.12.2021: second
component

No information

01.02.2022 - revaccination
of
employees,
who
were vaccinated or
recovered
before
01.07.2021
15.03.2022 - revaccination
of
employees,
who
were vaccinated or
recovered
before
15.08.2021
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- public civil servants holding posts in the state civil service of the Tula
oblast, municipal employees holding posts in the municipal service of the
oblast, local self-government and government agencies of the Tula oblast
It is recommended that heads of enterprises and organizations ensure that
the following categories (groups) of citizens are revaccinated against
COVID-19 6 months after the previous vaccination or after suffering from
COVID-19 disease 6 months after recovery (from the date of recovery):
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- social services, social protection, employment, as well as in other
institutions, the powers of the founder of which are vested in the Ministry
of Labor and Social Protection of the Tula oblast;
- cultures operating on the territory of the Tula oblast;
- providing places for temporary residence;
- enterprises and organizations of the Tula oblast that have a significant
impact on the socio-economic development of the oblast, according to the
established list;
- education;
- health care;
- construction;
- agriculture;
- public civil servants holding posts in the state civil service of the Tula
oblast, municipal employees holding posts in the municipal service of the
oblast, local self-government and government agencies of the Tula oblast
Vladimir
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Vladimir Oblast dated 18
October 2021 No. 6 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens

At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations and individual entrepreneurs operating in the following
areas:

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.11.2021:
first
component
13.12.2021: second
component

No information
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according
to
epidemic
indications)” (as amended on
18 November 2021)

Ivanovo
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Ivanovo oblast dated 7
October 2021 No. 8 (as
amended on 15 November
15, 2021) “On preventive
vaccinations against a new
coronavirus
infection
(COVID -19) for certain
categories
(groups)
of
citizens in the Ivanovo oblast
in 2021 according to
epidemic indications” (as
amended on 15 November
2021)

- education, health care, social protection, social services;
- public catering;
- trade and pharmaceutical activity;
- client divisions of financial organizations;
- organizations providing postal services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- beauty salons, cosmetic spas, massage parlors, solariums, baths, saunas;
- sports and recreation complexes, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- museums, libraries;
- industrial enterprises (manufacturing);
- public civil servants holding positions in the civil service, municipal
employees holding positions in the municipal service, employees of public
authorities and local governments, law enforcement officers of the
Vladimir oblast and their subordinate organizations;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
institutions of higher education over 18 years old;
- people aged 60 and over
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade (including at points of issue of goods purchased through distance
selling channels);
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services (laundry, dry cleaning and other similar services);
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- healthcare institutions, social protection, social services;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular, educational events (including game
events, master classes, lectures, trainings);
- organization of recreation and health improvement of children;

Contraindications to
vaccination

20.10.2021:
first
component
20.11.2021: second
component

No information
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Kostroma
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Kostroma oblast dated 7
October 2021 No. 10 “On
vaccination against COVID19 in the Kostroma Oblast”
(as amended on 18 November
2021)

- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, other venues for
such events for minors in buildings, structures (premises in them), incl. in
parks of culture and recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls (personnel directly interacting with
visitors);
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- excursion activities;
- provision of temporary accommodation services (hotels, hostels, guest
houses, recreation centers, tourist camps, etc.);
- health resort activities;
- delivery of goods and food, incl. courier;
- public civil servants holding positions in the state civil service of the
Ivanovo oblast, municipal employees holding positions in the municipal
service of the oblast, employees of the oblast authorities and their
subordinate organizations
- realization of additional general education programs, sports training
programs, as well as in the field of childcare and childcare, temporary
leisure for children (including children's clubs, sections, circles, studios,
leisure, developmental and other children's organizations);
- transport infrastructure, including ticketing and transportation
organizations;
- private security
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- employees of medical organizations;
- employees of educational organizations;
- employees of organizations of social protection and social services for
the population;
- employees of retail and wholesale trade organizations;
- employees of public catering organizations;
- employees of client divisions of financial organizations;
- employees of organizations providing postal services;
- employees of public transport organizations for the transportation of the
population, incl. taxi;
- employees of summer recreation organizations for children and
teenagers;
- employees of multifunctional centers for the provision of state and
municipal services;
- employees of housing and communal services and energy organizations;

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.11.2021:
completion
of
vaccination for the
first category
31.12.2021 - for
additional
categories

No information
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- employees of libraries, cultural, entertainment and leisure organizations,
incl. theaters, cinemas, concert and exhibition halls, game rooms;
- law enforcement officers;
- employees of territorial bodies of federal executive authorities operating
in the Kostroma oblast, executive bodies of state power of the Kostroma
oblast, state authorities of the Kostroma oblast, local self-government
bodies of municipalities of the Kostroma oblast and organizations
subordinate to these bodies

Ryazan
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Ryazan Oblast dated 6
October 2021 No. 33 “On
preventive
vaccinations
against coronavirus infection
for certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
6 December 2021)

Additional categories:
- employees of organizations providing services in the field of beauty
(hairdressers, salons, beauty studios, solariums, etc.);
- employees of organizations of physical culture and recreation activities
(fitness centers, sports centers, sections and circles, baths, saunas,
swimming pools, etc.);
- employees of organizations providing personal services to the population
(laundries, dry cleaners, cleaning campaigns, etc.);
- persons living in social service organizations;
- persons 60 years and older;
- persons suffering from chronic somatic diseases, incl. diseases of the
bronchopulmonary system, cardiovascular system, metabolism;
- persons working in organizations and individual entrepreneurs with an
average number of employees of 100 or more people
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- hairdressing salons, beauty salons, beauty salons, SPA salons, massage
salons, solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming
pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- catering;
- food production;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- organizations providing postal services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;

Contraindications to
vaccination

01.11.2021:
first
component;
01.12.2021: second
component
According to the
Decree
dated
06.12.2021:
10.01.2022:
first
component
10.02.2022: second
component

Suspend from work,
transfer to remote
work
from
01.11.2021 persons
who
have
not
received a single
component of the
vaccine
against
coronavirus
infection
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- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events, incl. museums, exhibition halls,
libraries, lectures, trainings, with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events, incl. game events, master
classes;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions or premises in them, incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls; mass physical culture and sports events;
delivery of goods and food, incl. courier;
- industrial enterprises of a continuous cycle;
Additional categories according to Decree No. 34:
- veterinary services;
- pharmaceutical services;
- services for the maintenance and repair of motor vehicles;
- delivery services, incl. courier activities;
- hotel and tourism services;
- communication services;
- services in the field of insurance;
- security services;
- services of cleaning companies;
- funeral services;
- services for disinfection, disinsection, deratization;
- real estate service agencies;
- services of printing houses;
- services for the transportation of passengers, baggage and cargo;
- pension, social and medical insurance, employment services;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacularevents;
- persons working on a rotational basis, volunteers;
- civil servants holding positions in the state civil service of the Russian
Federation in the Ryazan oblast, municipal employees of the Ryazan
oblast, employees of government bodies and organizations subordinate to
them;
- persons aged 60 and over;
- employees of health-improving organizations;
- workers of industrial enterprises;
The Institute for Law and Public Policy is included in the register of non-commercial organisations performing the functions of a foreign agent, provided for in paragraph 10 of Article 13.1 of the Federal Law "On Non-Commercial
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Smolensk
Oblast

Tambov
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Smolensk oblast dated 28
June 2021 No. 1160 “On
preventive vaccinations of a
new coronavirus infection for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
8 October 2021)

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Tambov Oblast dated 28 June

- persons living in social service organizations (regardless of the form of
ownership)
At least 60% of the total number of employees, as amended - at least 80%
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- public catering, food delivery;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- organizations providing postal services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education;
- health care;
- pharmaceutical activity;
- social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service of the
Smolensk oblast, municipal employees holding positions of the municipal
service of the oblast, employees of the oblast authorities and their
subordinate organizations
At least 60% of the total number of employees, as amended - at least 100%
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:

Contraindications to
vaccination

09.08.2021:
first
component
01.09.2021: second
component

No information

According to the
Decree dated 08.10.
2021:
01.11.2021:
first
component
22.11.2021: second
component

Contraindications to
vaccination

20.07.2021:
first
component of the
vaccine

No information
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2021 No. 17 “On preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according
to epidemic indications” (as
amended on 14 July 2021, 3
September
2021,
9
September
2021,
18
November 2021)

Tver Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector for the
Tver oblast dated 18 June
2021 No. 1 “On preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according

- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations / institutions, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the
field of:
- trade;
- food industry;
- catering;
- education;
- health care;
- social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- persons providing postal services;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities; leisure, entertainment, spectacular
events (including game events, master classes);
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service of the
Tambov oblast, municipal employees holding positions of the municipal
service of the oblast, employees of the oblast authorities and organizations
subordinate to them;
- citizens aged 60 and over;
- people doing volunteer work
At least 60% of the total number of employees, as amended - at least 80%
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;

15.08.2021: second
component of the
vaccine (at least
60%
must
be
vaccinated by this
date)
New edition:
complete the full
vaccination cycle by
01.11.2021
with
coverage of at least
100% of the number
to be vaccinated

Contraindications to
vaccination

18.07.2021: the first
component
18.08.2021: second
component

No information
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to epidemic indications” (as
amended on 6 October 2021)

Yaroslavl
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Yaroslavl oblast dated 13
July 2021 No. 43 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
26 January 2022)

- catering;
- hotel services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls, sports facilities;
New categories:
- provision of financial and insurance services;
- postal service and courier activities;
- provision of servants by hairdressers and beauty salons;
- physical culture and health-improving activities;
- provision of household services;
- organization of cultural and exhibition events;
- persons working for individual entrepreneurs with more than 100
employees
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;

Contraindications to
vaccination

04.08.2021:
first
component
31.08.2021: second
component

No information
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- mass physical culture and sports events;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, organizations for
children's recreation and their rehabilitation of all types and types of
property, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers.
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service, municipal
employees holding positions of the municipal service, employees of
government bodies and organizations subordinate to them;
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations (enterprises) operating in the industrial sector;

Moscow

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the city
of Moscow dated 19 October
2021 No. 3 “On preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according
to epidemic indications”

Additional categories:
- carrying out activities in the field of agriculture, construction
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- сatering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services:
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;

Contraindications to
vaccination

01.12.2021:
first
component
01.01.2022: second
component

No information
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Republic of
Karelia

Komi
Republic

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Republic of Karelia dated 27
June 2021 No. 3 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain categories (groups) of
citizens
according
to
epidemiological indications”
(as amended on 18 October
2021)

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Komi Republic dated 6 July
2021 No. 2 “On preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according

- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- delivery of goods and food, incl. courier;
- public civil servants holding positions in the state civil service of the city
of Moscow, municipal employees holding positions in the municipal
service of the city, employees of the city authorities and their subordinate
organizations
At least 60% of the total number of employees, as amended - at least 80%
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- trade in food and non-food products;
- catering;
- industries (organizations) that attract specialists for work on a rotational
basis;
- tourism, incl. providing services at accommodation facilities;
- sports and recreation complexes, fitness clubs, swimming pools, baths,
saunas;
- hairdressing services, beauty salons, nail and hand skin care services;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport;
- education, summer recreation, healthcare, social protection and social
services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries);
- leisure, entertainment (including children's playrooms, children's
entertainment centers), spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events.
- the state civil and municipal service, the activities of authorities and
organizations subordinate to them
At least 60% of the total number of employees, as amended - at least 80%
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- education, healthcare;

Contraindications to
vaccination

27.07.2021:
first
component
27.08.2021: second
component for at
least 60% of the
total number of
employees

No information

For persons not
previously
vaccinated, as well
as for revaccination
of
persons
vaccinated
more
than 6 months ago
and recovered more
than 6 months ago,
at least 80% of the
total number of
employees:
15.11.2021:
first
component
15.12.2021: second
component

Contraindications to
vaccination

06.08.2021:
first
component
27.08.2021: second
component

No information
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to epidemic indications” (as
amended on 13 October
2021)
Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Komi Republic dated 3
December 2021 No. 4 “On
preventive
vaccinations
against the new coronavirus
infection COVID-19 for
people over 60 years old in
the Komi Republic according
to epidemic indications”

- social protection and social services;
- trade and catering;
- public transport and taxis;
- household services;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- provision of temporary accommodation services (hotels, hostels, guest
houses, boarding houses, campsites, etc.);
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, excursions);
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes), theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- courier activities and delivery (including the delivery of food and ready
meals), incl. through stationary points of issue;
- public civil servants holding the positions of the state civil service of the
Komi Republic, municipal employees, employees of the authorities of the
Republic and their subordinate organizations.

As
amended:
organize a full
course
of
vaccination
until
30.11.2021

According to resolution No. 4: from 4 December 2021, it was decided to
ensure that people aged 60 years and older are vaccinated against COVID19 in the Komi Republic according to epidemic indications. This measure
does not apply to persons who have contraindications to vaccination.

Arkhangelsk
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Arkhangelsk Oblast dated 13
July 2021 No. 8 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
15 October 2021)

The Ministry of Health of the Republic of Komi is instructed to organize
and conduct a full course of vaccination against COVID-19 by 1 February
2022 for persons aged 60 years and older who are subject to mandatory
vaccination, according to epidemic indications
No percentage
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- employees of medical organizations;
- employees of educational organizations, incl. educational organizations
of higher education, professional educational organizations, general
educational organizations, preschool educational organizations,
organizations of additional and additional professional education;
- employees of social service organizations;

Contraindications to
vaccination

08.11.2021:
first
component
06.12.2021: second
component

No information
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- employees of public catering enterprises;
- crew members of fishing vessels;
- state civil and municipal employees;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old

Vologda
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Vologda Oblast of dated 6
October 2021 No. 7 “On the
conduct of preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according
to epidemic indications”

New categories according to Decree of 15 October 2021:
- employees of transport organizations, incl. drivers and conductors of
public transport, with the exception of crew members of fishing vessels,
subject to vaccination in accordance with paragraph 1 of the Decree of the
Chief State Sanitary Inspector for the Arkhangelsk Oblast dated 13 July
2021 No. 8 "On preventive vaccinations for certain groups of citizens for
epidemic indications";
- employees of energy organizations;
- employees of multifunctional centers for the provision of state and
municipal services;
- persons working on a rotational basis in the territory of the Arkhangelsk
oblast;
- employees of organizations providing the following services:
- trade services, incl. retail and wholesale trade, remote trade;
- services of cultural and cinematographic organizations, incl. theaters,
philharmonic societies, museums, houses of culture, cinemas and cinema
halls;
- health-improving and sports services, fitness services, incl. fitness
centers and other sports halls, sports complexes, swimming pools;
- hotel services;
- hairdressing and beauty salon services, incl. services of hairdressing and
beauty salons for hair care, face and body skin, nails, stylist work,
cosmetic services, SPA, permanent make-up;
- services of baths and showers, incl. saunas
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil contract in
organizations, with individual entrepreneurs engaged in activities in the
field of:
- education, health, social protection and social services;
- trade;
- catering;

Contraindications to
vaccination

25.11.2021: first
component
25.12.2021: second
component

No information
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Kaliningrad
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Kaliningrad Oblast dated 23
June 2021 No. 12 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
23 June 2021, 7 October 2021
and 17 November 2021)

- housing and communal services and energy;
- public transport, taxi;
- household services, including laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- beauty salons, beauty salons, spas, massage parlors, tanning salons,
baths, saunas, fitness complexes, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- provision of temporary accommodation services (hotels, hostels, guest
houses, boarding houses, etc.);
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing
postal services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal
services;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), except for official events organized
by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including gaming events,
master classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other venues for such events for minors in buildings, structures,
constructions (premises in them), including in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- state civil servants holding positions of the state civil service, municipal
employees holding positions of the municipal service, employees of
government bodies and organizations subordinate to them
At least 60% of the total number of employees, as amended – at least 80%,
at least 90% of state civil servants holding the positions of the state civil
service of the Kaliningrad oblast, municipal employees, employees of the
authorities of the Kaliningrad oblast and their subordinate organizations
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract, in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the following
areas:
- trade;
- catering;
- provision of temporary accommodation services (hotels, hostels, guest
houses, boarding houses, campsites, etc.);
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;

Contraindications to
vaccination

20.07.2021:
first
component
20.08.2021: second
component

No information

As amended:
15.12.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine
15.01.2022: second
component
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Leningrad
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Leningrad Oblast dated 8
October 2021 No. 5-п “On

- public transport, taxi;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, excursions);
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes), theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- electric power industry;
- production of food products;
- crew members of the fishing fleet, employees of coastal fish processing
enterprises, employees of refrigeration terminals;
- housing and communal services, management of apartment buildings;
- courier activities and delivery, incl. through stationary points of issue;
- tourism industry and excursion services;
- private security activities;
- transportation of organized groups of passengers, incl. transportation of
workers, employees of organizations;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, day camps, other
places for holding such events for minors in buildings, structures,
structures (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation,
shopping and entertainment centers;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- disinfection, disinfestation, deratization of buildings, premises and
equipment;
- construction;
- public civil servants holding the positions of the state civil service of the
oblast, municipal employees, employees of the oblast authorities and
organizations subordinate to them;
- persons aged 60 years and older, persons with chronic diseases, incl. with
diseases of the bronchopulmonary system, cardiovascular system,
endocrine system (diabetes mellitus, obesity)
At least 80% of the total number of workers and employees. At least 95%
for employees of medical, educational organizations and social
organizations service

Contraindications to
vaccination

01.11.2021:
first
component
01.12.2021: second
component

No information
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preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
24 November 2021)

Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- public transport, taxi;
- public catering and trade;
- service sector (beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools);
household services, incl. laundry, dry cleaning and other similar services);
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services,
employment centers;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy
- cultural, exhibition, educational, leisure, entertainment events (including
theaters, cinemas, concert halls, museums, exhibition and lecture halls,
libraries, trainings, game events, master classes), with the exception of
official events organized by executive bodies authorities;
- recreation and health camps for children, children's playrooms, children's
entertainment centers, other venues for similar events for minors in
buildings, structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of
culture and recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- working on a rotational basis on the territory of the Leningrad oblast on
the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract;
- working at industrial enterprises and enterprises of the agro-industrial
complex on the territory of the Leningrad Oblast on the basis of an
employment contract, a civil law contract;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service of the
Leningrad oblast, municipal employees holding positions of the municipal
service of the oblast, employees of state authorities of the oblast and
employees of organizations subordinate to state authorities of the oblast,
employees of local authorities of the oblast and employees of
organizations subordinate to local authorities areas;

As amended:
15.01.2022:
first
component
15.02.2022: second
component

Additional categories by Decree dated 14 November 2021:
- federal state civil servants holding positions in territorial bodies of
federal executive bodies located on the territory of the Leningrad oblast,
employees of territorial bodies of federal executive bodies and employees
of organizations subordinate to these bodies;
- persons aged 60 and over;
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Murmansk
Oblast

Novgorod
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Murmansk Oblast dated 13
October 2021 No. 122 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications on the territory of
the Murmansk Oblast” (as
amended on 22 October
2021)

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Novgorod Oblast dated 11
October 2021 No. 6 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
20 October 2021)

- persons with chronic diseases, incl. diseases of the bronchopulmonary
system, cardiovascular system, endocrine system (diabetes mellitus,
obesity);
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- catering;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- public civil servants holding the positions of the state civil service,
municipal employees holding the positions of the municipal service,
employees of the state civil service, local authorities and subordinate
bodies;
- crews of vessels of the fishing fleet, employees of coastal fish processing
enterprises, employees of refrigeration terminals that have contact with
fish products;
- living in stationary social service organizations;
- employees of law enforcement agencies, state control bodies at
checkpoints across the state border
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- employees of medical organizations;
- employees of educational organizations;
- employees of organizations of social protection and social services;
- employees of the multifunctional centers;
- employees of organizations providing services:
- trade;
- catering;
- consumer services for the population (hairdressing and beauty salons,
cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths, saunas, dry
cleaners, laundries, ateliers and other services);
- fitness centers, sports and health complexes, swimming pools;
- museums, clubs (palaces and houses of culture, houses of folk art),
cinemas, theaters, concert halls;

Contraindications to
vaccination

12.11.2021:
first
component
03.12.2021: second
component

No information

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.11.2021:
first
component
15.12.2021: second
component

No information
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Pskov
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Pskov Oblast dated 8 October
2021 No. 27 “On preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according
to epidemic indications”
Decree dated 23 December
2021 No. 34 “On the conduct
of preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications”

- children's entertainment centers, children's playrooms, attractions,
amusement parks, incl. located in parks of culture and recreation, shopping
and entertainment centers;
- places for temporary residence (hotels, hostels, guest houses, boarding
houses, etc.);
- client departments of financial institutions;
- organizations providing postal services;
- employees of transport organizations providing services for the
transportation of passengers and luggage, incl. passenger taxi;
- state civil and municipal employees
80% of those working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law
contract, incl. on a rotational basis, in organizations, with individual
entrepreneurs operating on the territory of the Pskov oblast in the field of:
- trade;
- services of hotels and other places for temporary residence;
- beauty salons, hairdressing, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools,
water parks;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners, and other similar
services;
- catering;
- delivery of goods and food, incl. courier;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection, social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other venues for similar events for minors in buildings,
constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation,
shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;

Contraindications to
vaccination

01.11.2021:
first
component
01.12.2021: second
component

No information

From 23.12.2021:
14.01.2022:
first
component
14.02.2022: second
component
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- a state civil servant holding the positions of the state civil service of the
Pskov oblast, a municipal employee holding the positions of the municipal
service in the Pskov oblast;
- persons aged 65 years and older, working on the basis of an employment
contract, civil law contract, service contract:
- in organizations, individual entrepreneurs operating in the territory of the
Pskov oblast;
- in state authorities of the Pskov oblast, local governments of
municipalities of the Pskov oblast and organizations subordinate to them;
- employees of state control bodies at checkpoints across the state border

Saint
Petersburg

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of St.
Petersburg dated 12 October
2021 No. 3 “On preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according
to epidemic indications” (as
amended on 11 November
2021)

Additional categories from Decree dated 23 December 2021:
- lawyer, notarial services;
- tourist services;
- information services;
- veterinary services, services of veterinary pharmacies;
- services of cleaning companies;
- services for disinfection, disinsection, deratization;
- funeral services;
- car maintenance and repair services;
- security services (services of private security services);
- volunteering;
- persons aged 60 to 65 working on the basis of an employment contract,
civil law contract, service contract: - in organizations, for individual
entrepreneurs operating in the Pskov oblast; - in state authorities of the
Pskov oblast, local governments of municipalities of the Pskov oblast and
organizations subordinate to them
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- persons working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law
contract in organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the
field of:
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- trade, incl. courier delivery;
- public catering, incl. courier delivery;
- provision of temporary accommodation services (hotels, hostels, guest
houses, boarding houses, campsites, etc.);
- public transport and taxis;

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.11.2021:
first
component
15.12.2021: second
component

No information
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- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, sports and recreation centers, fitness centers, swimming pools;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- organizations providing postal services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, excursions);
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes), theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- public civil servants holding positions in the state civil service of the city
of Saint Petersburg, municipal employees holding positions in the
municipal service of the city, employees of public authorities of the city
and their subordinate organizations

Nenets
Autonomou
s Okrug

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Nenets Autonomous Okrug
of 19 October 2021 No. 3 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications on the territory of
the Nenets Autonomous
Okrug”

Additional categories by Decree dated 11 November 2021:
- persons over 60 years of age
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- employees of medical organizations;
- employees of educational organizations, incl. additional education;
- employees of institutions of social service and social protection;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- law enforcement officers;
- military personnel; persons subject to conscription for military service;
- persons aged 60 and over, persons with chronic diseases;
- employees of organizations providing services:
- trade;
- beauty salons, hairdressing, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners, ateliers and other
similar services;
- catering;
- organizations providing postal services;
- services for the transportation of passengers, baggage and cargo;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- pension, social and medical insurance, employment services;

Contraindications to
vaccination

30.11.2021:
first
component
31.12.2021: second
component

No information
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Republic of
Adygea

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Republic of Adygea dated 7
October 2021 No. 2 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
12 November 2021)

- housing and communal services and energy;
- employees of organizations of transport and transport infrastructure,
energy.
- cultural, exhibition, educational events, incl. museums, theaters,
cinemas, concert and exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings);
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- provision of temporary accommodation services (hotels, hostels) tourist
services;
- services of pharmacies and veterinary organizations;
- state civil servants holding positions of the state civil service, municipal
employees holding positions of the municipal service, employees of the
authorities of the Nenets Autonomous Okrug and their subordinate
organizations
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- trade;
- catering;
- public transport, taxi;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools and other sports
organizations;
- hotel and tourist services;
- household services;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- education, healthcare, social protection, social services;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings);
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other venues for similar events for minors in buildings,

Contraindications to
vaccination

Until
01.11.2021
preventive
vaccinations

No information
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constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation,
shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- housing and communal services;
- public civil servants of the Republic of Adygea, municipal employees,
employees of the authorities of the Republic of Adygea and local selfgovernment, deputies of the republican and municipal levels;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old

Republic of
Kalmykia

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Republic of Kalmykia dated
29 October 2021 No. 17 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications”

Additional categories by Decree dated 12 November 2021:
- people aged 60 and over;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- persons with chronic diseases
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- persons aged 60 and over;
- employees of medical and health-improving organizations;
- employees of educational organizations, incl. additional education;
- employees of institutions of social service and social protection;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- employees of organizations of transport and transport infrastructure,
energy, industrial enterprises, construction and design, agriculture and
processing industry;
- employees of law enforcement agencies, state control agencies at
checkpoints across the state border, employees of the judiciary;
- people working on a rotational basis, volunteers;
- military personnel; persons subject to conscription for military service;
- employees of organizations providing services:
- trade;
- beauty salons, hairdressing, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners, ateliers and other
similar services;
- catering;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- organizations providing postal services;
- services for the transportation of passengers, baggage and cargo;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.11.2021:
first
component
15.12.2021: second
component

Suspend from work
and / or transfer to a
remote work mode
employees,
employees
who
have not had a
single vaccination
against COVID-19
from 16. 11.2021,
without a completed
vaccination course from 16.12.2021 for
the
period
of
epidemiological
trouble
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Republic of
Crimea

Decree of the Interregional
Department
of
Rospotrebnadzor of the
Republic of Crimea and the
city of Sevastopol dated 18
October 2021 No. 160 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic

- pension, social and medical insurance, employment services;
- cellular communication;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events, incl. museums, theaters,
cinemas, concert and exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings);
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes, circuses, zoos, water parks);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- recreation and health improvement services for minor children;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- legal, printing services;
- hotel, tourist services;
- information services;
- services of pharmacies and veterinary organizations;
- services of cleaning companies; services for disinfection, disinsection,
deratization; funeral services;
- car maintenance and repair services;
- services of security companies;
- delivery services, courier services;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service in the
Republic of Kalmykia, municipal employees of the city of Elista, district
and rural municipalities of the Republic, employees of the authorities of
the Republic and organizations subordinate to them, deputies of the
republican and municipal levels;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old, sent for internships
and classes outside the structural divisions of professional organizations,
and educational organizations of higher education
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- trade, incl. courier delivery;
- public catering, incl. courier delivery;
- provision of temporary accommodation services (hotels, hostels, guest
houses, boarding houses, sanatoriums, rest houses, etc.);
- public transport, incl. taxi;

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.11.2021:
first
component
20.12.2022: second
component

No information
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indications on the territory of
the Republic of Crimea”

Krasnodar
Krai

Astrakhan
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Krasnodar Krai of 23 June
2021 No. 8 “On preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according
to epidemic indications”
(as
amended
on
11
November 2021)

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Astrakhan Oblast dated 14
October 2021 No. 39 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications on the territory of
the Astrakhan Oblast”

- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners, etc.;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, swimming pools, etc.;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- organizations providing postal services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events, incl. gaming events, master
classes, theaters, cinemas, concert halls, etc.;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service, municipal
employees holding positions in the municipal service, employees of public
authorities, supervisory authorities and organizations subordinate to them
At least 60% of the total number of employees, as amended - at least 80%

Contraindications to
vaccination

Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- employees of educational organizations;
- employees of public catering organizations;
- employees of trade in food and non-food products;
- employees of organizations of the tourism industry;
- employees of transport organizations;
- employees of organizations in the field of consumer services
Decree dated 11 November 2021: at least 80% of the following categories:
- people aged 60 and over;
- social service and multifunctional centers;
- living in social organizations service;
- persons with chronic diseases (broncho-pulmonary system,
cardiovascular diseases, diabetes mellitus and obesity)
No percentage
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- trade, including medicines and medical devices;
- сatering;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- public transport, taxi;
- household services (laundries, dry cleaners; hairdressers, beauty salons,
cosmetic, massage, spa salons, solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers,
fitness clubs, swimming pools, etc.);
- provision of temporary accommodation services (hotels, hostels, guest
houses, boarding houses, etc.);

23.07.2021:
first
component
28.08.2021: second
component

No information

As amended:
13.12.2021:
first
component
13.01.2022 second
component

Persons who have
contraindications
and have been ill for
6 months with a
coronavirus
infection

10.11.2021:
first
component
10.12.2021: second
component

No information
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Volgograd
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Volgograd Oblast dated 27
July 2021 No. 01/3 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
20 October 2021)

- financial, postal, notarial and legal services to the population;
- provision of state and municipal services;
- culture (activities of theaters, cinemas, concert halls; cultural, exhibition,
educational events, libraries, museums, archives);
- excursion and tourist services;
- leisure, entertainment, gaming, spectacular events (including in parks of
culture and recreation, shopping and entertainment centers);
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- persons holding state positions, positions holding the federal state civil
service and state civil service, municipal positions, positions of the
municipal service; other employees of state bodies, local self-government
bodies and their structural subdivisions; employees of organizations
subordinate to them; law enforcement officials;
- workers of industrial enterprises of backbone industries and working on
a rotational basis;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education, undergoing practice outside the
educational institution; evening and part-time students
No percentage
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- provision of services by hairdressing and beauty salons, cosmetic
services, spas, massage parlors, solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers,
fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- provision of laundry and dry cleaning services;
- provision of services for the repair of personal and household items;
- catering;
- food industry;
- financial organizations, organizations providing postal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- provision of cultural and entertainment services (theaters, cinemas,
concert halls, museums, etc.);
- tourism;
- provision of temporary accommodation services (hotels, hostels, guest
houses, recreation centers, tourist camps, etc.);

Contraindications to
vaccination

30.08.2021:
first
component
30.09.2021: second
component

No information

As amended:
15.11.2021: firstcomponent or onecomponent vaccine
10.12.2021: second
component
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- health resort activities;
- delivery of goods and food, incl. courier;
- employees of territorial bodies of federal executive bodies, state
authorities of the Volgograd oblast, local authorities of the Volgograd
oblast and organizations subordinate to them;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old

Rostov
Oblast

Decree of the Deputy Chief
State Sanitary Inspector of
the Rostov Oblast dated 1
July 2021 No. 4 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
20 November 2021)

Additional categories according to Decree dated 20 October 2021:
- provision of cellular communication services;
- provision of recreation and health improvement services for minor
children;
- provision of services for the organization of mass physical culture and
sports events;
- provision of legal, consulting, printing services;
- provision of services in the field of insurance;
- provision of services of pharmacies and veterinary organizations;
- provision of services of cleaning companies, services for disinfection,
disinfestation, deratization;
- provision of funeral services;
- provision of services of security companies;
- persons aged 60 and over;
- persons working on a rotational basis; volunteers;
- military personnel; persons subject to conscription for military service;
- employees of industrial enterprises, organizations of transport and
transport infrastructure, construction and design, agriculture and
processing industry;
- persons living in social service organizations
At least 60% of the total number of employees, as amended - 80%
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- trade;
- catering;
- public transport, taxi;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools and other sports
organizations;
- household services;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;

Contraindications to
vaccination

29.07.2021:
first
component
26.08.2021: second
component

No information

By amendments:
20.12.2021:
first
component
20.01.2022: second
component
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- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- education, healthcare, social protection, social services;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings);
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other venues for similar events for minors in buildings,
constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation,
shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- housing and communal services;
- hotel services;
- tourist services;
- courier activities and delivery, incl. through stationary points of issue;
- industry (production);
- volunteers;
- public civil servants of the Rostov oblast, municipal employees,
employees of oblast authorities and local self-government, deputies of the
oblast and municipal levels;

City
of
Sevastopol

Decree of the Interregional
Department
of
Rospotrebnadzor of the
Republic of Crimea and the
city of Sevastopol dated 19
October 2021 No. 162 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications”

Additional category according by Decree dated 20 October 2021:
- persons 60 years and older, persons with chronic diseases.
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- trade, including courier delivery;
- public catering, including courier delivery;
- provision of temporary accommodation services (hotels, hostels, guest
houses, boarding houses, sanatoriums, rest houses, etc.);
- public transport, including taxis;
- household services, including laundries, dry cleaners, etc.
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, sports and recreation centers, fitness centers, swimming pools,
etc.;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- organizations providing postal services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- housing and communal services and energy;

Contraindications to
vaccination

20.11.2021:
first
component
25.12.2021: second
component

No information
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Republic of
Dagestan

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Republic of Dagestan of 18
October 2021 No. 50 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications”

- cultural, exhibition, educational events, including game events, master
classes), theaters, cinemas, concert halls, etc.;
- public civil servants holding the positions of the state civil service,
municipal employees holding the positions of the municipal service,
employees of public authorities, supervisory authorities and organizations
subordinate to them
No percentage
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- health care;
- education incl. additional education of a sports orientation;
- social protection and social services;
- trade;
- catering;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- pension, social and medical insurance, employment services;
- cellular communication;
- transport and transport infrastructure, energy, industrial enterprises,
construction and design, agriculture and processing industry;
- provision of services for the transportation of passengers, baggage and
cargo;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- legal, printing services;
- hotel, tourist services;
- information services;
- services of pharmacies and veterinary organizations;
- services of cleaning companies; services for disinfection, disinsection,
deratization; funeral services;
- car maintenance and repair services;
- services of security companies;
- delivery services, courier services;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, theaters,
cinemas, concert halls, exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with
the exception of official events organized by executive authorities;

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.11.2021:
first
component
15.12.2021: second
component

No information
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Republic of
Ingushetia

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Republic of Ingushetia dated
16 August 2021 No. 6 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
4 October 2021)

- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- recreation and health improvement services for minor children;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- mass media, incl. television, radio, electronic media, etc.;
- judges and employees of courts operating on the territory of the Republic
of Dagestan, federal civil servants, federal civil servants of territorial
bodies of federal executive bodies, state civil servants holding positions
of the state civil service of the Republic, municipal employees holding
positions of the municipal service of the Republic, others employees of
the authorities of the Republic and organizations subordinate to them;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old, including those sent
for internships and classes outside the structural divisions of professional
organizations and educational organizations of higher education;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- employees of state control bodies at checkpoints across the state border;
- crews of sea and river vessels;
- people working on a rotational basis, volunteers;
- clergy and persons who ensure the activities of religious organizations
of all faiths;
- persons subject to conscription for military service
No percentage
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- trade;
- catering;
- services of beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- services of client departments of financial organizations, postal services;
- services of multifunctional centers for the provision of state and
municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;

Contraindications to
vaccination

10.09.2021:
first
component
01.10.2021: second
component

No information

As amended:
20.11.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine
13.12.2021: second
component
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KabardinoBalkar
Republic

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Kabardino-Balkar Republic
dated 15 July 2021 No. 08
“On preventive vaccinations
for certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
17 November 2021)

- housing and communal services, energy, gas services;
- construction;
- agriculture;
- tourism;
- holding cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums,
exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings, excursions);
- television and radio;
- services of children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers,
children's day camps, other places for holding such events for minors in
buildings, structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of
culture and recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- holding mass physical culture and sports events;
- provision of services for temporary accommodation (hotels, hostels,
guest houses, boarding houses, campsites and other facilities in this area);
- delivery of goods and food, incl. courier;
- federal civil servants of territorial bodies of federal executive bodies
located on the territory of the Republic, state civil servants of the Republic,
municipal employees of the Republic, other employees of state bodies of
the Republic, local self-government bodies, employees of institutions
subordinate to them
No percentage
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- trade;
- catering;
- services of beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- services of client departments of financial organizations, postal services;
- services of multifunctional centers for the provision of state and
municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services, energy;
- construction;
- agriculture;
- tourism;

Contraindications to
vaccination

10.08.2021:
first
component
01.09.2021: second
component

No information

As amended:
30.11.2021:
first
component
31.12.2021: second
component
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- holding cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums,
exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings, excursions);
- services of children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers,
children's day camps, other places for holding such events for minors in
buildings, structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of
culture and recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- holding mass physical culture and sports events;
- provision of services for temporary accommodation (hotels, hostels,
guest houses, boarding houses, campsites and other facilities in this area);
- delivery of goods and food, incl. courier;

KarachayCherkess
Republic

Decree of the Office of the
Federal
Service
for
Supervision of Consumer
Rights Protection and Human
Welfare in the KarachayCherkess Republic dated 28
July 2021 No. 964 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications on the territory of
the
Karachay-Cherkess
Republic”

Amendments: no new categories, but timing changed
- mass media, incl. television, radio, electronic media, etc.;
- public civil servants of the Kabardino-Balkar Republic, municipal
employees, other employees of state bodies of the Kabardino-Balkar
Republic, local governments, employees of institutions subordinate to
them
No percentage
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- health care;
- education, incl. additional education of a sports orientation;
- social protection and social services;
- tourism;
- trade;
- catering;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;

Contraindications to
vaccination

16.08.2021:
first
component
07.09.2021: second
component

No information
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Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Karachay-Cherkess Republic
dated October 12, 2021 No.
1430
“On
preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according
to
epidemic
indications
against a new coronavirus
infection in the territory of the
Karachay-Cherkess
Republic”

- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- in the media, incl. television, radio, electronic media, etc.;
- transport companies operating on the territory of the Republic;
- judges and employees of courts operating on the territory of the Republic,
federal civil servants, federal civil servants of territorial bodies of federal
executive bodies, civil servants holding positions of the state civil service
of the Republic, municipal employees holding positions of the municipal
service of the Republic, other employees authorities of the Republic and
their subordinate organizations;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- members of the election commissions of the Republic;
- observers authorized to monitor the activities of election commissions
- health care;
- education, including additional sports education;
- social protection and social services;
- tourism;
- trade;
- сatering;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, including laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;

09.11.2021:
first
component
07.12.2021: second
component

Suspend from work
and / or transfer to
remote work of
employees,
employees
who
have not had a
single vaccination
against COVID-19
from 10.11.2021,
without a completed
vaccination course from 08.12.2021 for
the
period
of
epidemiological
unwell
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Republic of
North
OssetiaAlania

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Republic of North OssetiaAlania dated 12 October 2021
No. 6 “On preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according
to epidemic indications”

- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), including in parks of culture
and recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- in the media, including television, radio, electronic media, etc.
- transport companies operating in the territory of the Karachay-Cherkess
Republic.
- judges and employees of courts, federal civil servants, federal civil
servants of territorial bodies of federal executive bodies, state civil
servants holding positions of the state civil service, municipal employees
holding positions of the municipal service, other employees of
government bodies and organizations subordinate to them$
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
institutions of higher education over 18 years old;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- members of election commissions;
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- trade;
- catering;
- services of beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, including laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- services of client departments of financial organizations, postal services;
- services of multifunctional centers for the provision of state and
municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services, energy;
- construction;
- agriculture;
- tourism;
- holding cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums,
exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings, excursions);

Contraindications to
vaccination

30.10.2021:
first
component
21.11.2021: second
component

No information
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Chechen
Republic

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Chechen Republic dated 30
June 2021 No. 5
“On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications on the territory of
the Chechen Republic” (as
amended on 8 October 2021)

- services of children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers,
children's day camps, other venues for such events for minors in buildings,
structures, construtions (premises in them), including in parks of culture
and recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- holding mass physical culture and sports events;
- provision of services for temporary accommodation (hotels, hostels,
guest houses, boarding houses, campsites and other facilities in this area);
- delivery of goods and food, including courier
At least 90% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service of the
Republic, municipal employees holding positions of the municipal service
of the Republic, employees of the authorities of the Republic and their
subordinate organizations;
- healthcare workers;
- employees of educational organizations;
- employees of public catering organizations;
- employees of trade in food and non-food products;
- employees of health resort organizations;
- employees providing hotel services;
- employees of passenger transport, incl. carrying out intercity passenger
transportation;
- employees of beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- employees in the field of personal services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners
and other similar services;
- employees of housing and communal services and energy;
- employees of social protection and social services;
- employees of multifunctional centers for the provision of state and
municipal services;
- employees of organizations of the tourism industry;
- employees in the media, incl. television, radio, electronic media, etc.;
- employees of state control bodies at checkpoints across the state border;
- military personnel;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old;
- members of the election commissions of the Republic;
- observers authorized to monitor the activities of election commissions

Contraindications to
vaccination

25.07.2021:
first
component
25.08.2021: second
component

No information
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Stavropol
Krai

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Stavropol Krai dated 18
October 2021 No. 231-P “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications on the territory of
the Stavropol Krai” (as
amended on 21 December
2021)

At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- persons aged 60 and over;
- employees of medical and sanatorium organizations of all forms of
ownership;
- employees of all types of educational organizations, regardless of the
form of ownership;
- employees of institutions of social service and social protection of the
population, pension, social and medical insurance, employment services;
- employees of multifunctional centers for the provision of state and
municipal services;
- persons living in stationary organizations of social services for the
population;
- employees of organizations of transport and transport infrastructure,
energy, industrial enterprises, agriculture and food processing industry;
- employees of law enforcement agencies, state control agencies at
checkpoints across the state border of the Russian Federation, employees
of the judiciary;
- persons subject to conscription for military service;
- employees of organizations providing services:
- trade in food and non-food products;
- beauty salons, hairdressing, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household, incl. laundries, dry cleaners, ateliers and other similar
services;
- catering;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- postal service;
- cellular communication;
- transportation of passengers, baggage and cargo;
- housing and communal services;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events, incl. museums, theaters,
cinemas, concert and exhibition halls, philharmonic societies, libraries,
palaces and houses of culture, lectures, trainings;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events, incl. game events, master
classes, circuses, zoos, water parks;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's camps,
other places for holding such events for minors in buildings, structures,

Contraindications to
vaccination

19.01.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine
20.12.2021: second
component
new deadline for the
second component
of
the
vaccine
according to Decree
303-P:
1 February 2022

Suspend from work
or transfer to a
remote work mode
employees who do
not have a single
vaccination against
COVID-2019 from
19.11.2021, without
completed course of
vaccination - from
20.12.2021 for the
period
of
the
epidemiological
troubles
By Decree dated
21.12.2021
this
requirement
was
amended:
do
not
allow
employees
who
have
not
been
vaccinated
(not
fully
vaccinated)
and who have not
had COVID-19 to
work for a period of
epidemiological
trouble
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Republic of
Bashkortost
an

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Republic of Bashkortostan
dated 13 October 2021 No.
16-п
“On
preventive
vaccinations against a new
coronavirus
infection
(COVID-19) according to
epidemic indications for
certain categories (groups) of
citizens of the Republic of
Bashkortostan” (as amended
on 11 November 2021)
Decree of the Head of the
Republic of Bashkortostan
dated 17 June 2021 No. РГ163
“On
preventive
vaccinations against a new
coronavirus
infection
(COVID-19) according to
epidemic indications of state
civil servants and municipal
employees of the Republic of
Bashkortostan”

constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation,
shopping and entertainment centers;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- legal, printing services;
- hotel, tourist services;
- information services;
- services of pharmacies and veterinary organizations;
- services of cleaning companies;
- car maintenance and repair services;
- services of security companies;
- delivery services, courier services;
- state civil and municipal employees;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Citizens of the Republic of Bashkortostan aged 18 years and older are
subject to preventive vaccinations against a new coronavirus infection
(COVID-19) according to epidemic indications, covering at least 80% of
the total number of the following contingents:
- persons aged 60 and over;
- employees of medical, pharmaceutical and health-improving
organizations;
- employees of educational organizations, incl. institutions of additional
education;
- employees of organizations of social protection and social services for
the population, a multifunctional center;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- employees of transport and transport infrastructure organizations;
- employees of law enforcement agencies, state control (supervisory)
agencies at the checkpoint across the state border of the Russian
Federation at Ufa International Airport JSC, workers, employees of
institutions of the penitentiary system;
- people working on a rotational basis, volunteers;
- military personnel and persons subject to conscription for military
service;
- employees of organizations providing services:
- trade;
- beauty salons, hairdressing, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;

Contraindications to
vaccination
and
information about
the disease in the
last 6 months with a
new
coronavirus
infection (COVID19)

For at least 80% of
the total number of
employees from the
above
list
of
categories (groups)
of citizens of the
Republic
of
Bashkortostan (with
the exception of
employees
operating in the
fields of industry,
construction
and
design, agriculture
economy
and
processing
industry):
18.11.2021:
first
component;
18.12.2021: second
component

No information

For at least 80% of
the total number of
employees
operating in the
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- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners, ateliers and other
similar services;
- catering;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- organizations providing postal services and other types of
communications;
- pension, social and medical insurance, employment services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events, incl. museums, theaters,
cinemas, concert and exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes, circuses, zoos, water parks);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- recreation and health improvement services for minor children;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- legal, printing services;
- hotel, tourist services;
- information services;
- services of pharmacies and veterinary organizations;
- services of cleaning companies, services for disinfection, disinfestation,
deratization, funeral services;
- car maintenance and repair services;
- services of security companies;
- delivery services, courier services;
- state civil and municipal employees;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old, undergoing work
practice outside the structural divisions of educational organizations;
- employees of organizations (enterprises), individual entrepreneurs
operating in the fields of industry, construction and design, agriculture and
processing industry, incl. working on the basis of a civil law contract

fields of industry,
construction
and
design, agriculture
and
processing
industry
30.11.2021:
first
component
30.12.2021: second
component

Decree
dated
17.06.2021:
The heads of state
bodies
of
the
Republic
of
Bashkortostan and
local
selfgovernment bodies
are instructed to:
provide
vaccination against
COVID-2019 with
the first component
of the vaccine or a
single-component
vaccine:
- until 25.06.2021:
at least 30% of
employees of the
actual number of
employees of the
relevant
state
(municipal)
authority;
- until 02.07.2021:
at least 60% of
employees of the
actual number of
employees of the
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Mari
El
Republic

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Republic of Mari El dated 22
July 2021 No. 1 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
11 October 2021 and 25
January 2022)

At least 60% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs engaged in activities:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;

Contraindications to
vaccination

relevant
state
(municipal)
authority;
provide
vaccination against
COVID-2019 with
the
second
component of the
vaccine:
- until 25.07.2021:
at least 30% of
employees of the
relevant
state
(municipal)
authority;
- until 02.08.2021:,
at least 60% of
employees of the
relevant
state
(municipal)
authority
01.09.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine
25.09.2021: second
component

No information

As amended:
01.11.2021:
first
component
01.12.2021: second
component or onecomponent vaccine
(except for workers
in the construction
industry);
As amended:
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Republic of
Tatarstan

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Republic of Tatarstan dated
11 October 2021 No. 7 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications on the territory of
the Republic of Tatarstan”

- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- persons holding public positions of the Republic, positions of the state
civil service of the Republic, positions of the municipal service of the
Republic, employees of public authorities of the Republic holding
positions that are not positions of the state civil service of the Republic,
employees of local governments in the Republic holding positions that are
not positions of the municipal services of the Republic and their
subordinate organizations;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old;
- persons subject to conscription for military service;
- working at industrial enterprises and enterprises engaged in the
production (manufacturing) of products;
- working in the construction industry
At least 80%, taking into account those who have been ill in the last 6
months
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- persons aged 60 and over;
- employees of medical and health-improving organizations;
- employees of educational organizations, incl. additional education;
- employees of institutions of social service and social protection;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- employees of organizations of transport and transport infrastructure,
energy, industrial enterprises, construction and design, agriculture and
processing industry;
- employees of law enforcement agencies, state control agencies at
checkpoints across the state border, employees of the judiciary;
- people working on a rotational basis, volunteers;
- military personnel; persons subject to conscription for military service;

01.03.2022:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine
01.04.2022: second
component
(for
employees of the
construction
industry)

Contraindications to
vaccination

08.11.2021:
first
component
06.12.2021: second
component

Suspend from work
and / or transfer to
remote work of
employees,
employees who do
not have a single
vaccination against
COVID-19, from
09.11.2021, without
a
completed
vaccination course from 07.12.2021 for
the
period
of
epidemiological
trouble
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- employees of organizations providing services:
- trade;
- beauty salons, hairdressing, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners, ateliers and other
similar services;
- catering;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- organizations providing postal services;
- services for the transportation of passengers, baggage and cargo;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- pension, social and medical insurance, employment services;
- cellular communication;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events, incl. museums, theaters,
cinemas, concert and exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes, circuses, zoos, water parks);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- recreation and health improvement services for minor children;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- legal, printing services;
- hotel, tourist services;
- information services;
- services of pharmacies and veterinary organizations;
- services of cleaning companies;
- services for disinfection, disinsection, deratization;
- funeral services;
- car maintenance and repair services;
- services of security companies;
- delivery services, courier services;
- state civil and municipal employees; persons holding public office of the
Republic;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old, sent for internships
and classes outside the structural divisions of professional organizations
and educational organizations of higher education

Failure to comply
with
the
requirements of the
regulatory legal acts
of the Republic of
Tatarstan aimed at
preventing
and
eliminating
the
consequences of the
spread of a new
coronavirus
infection (COVID19)
entails
a
warning or the
imposition of an
administrative fine
on citizens in the
amount of 1,000 to
4,000 rubles.
The same actions
committed
repeatedly entail a
fine for citizens in
the amount of 5000
rubles.
(Article 2.17 of the
Code
of
the
Republic
of
Tatarstan
on
Administrative
Offenses of 19
December 2006 No.
80-ЗРТ)
- suspend from work
and / or transfer to a
remote work mode
employees,
employees who do
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Udmurt
Republic

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Udmurt Republic dated 5
October 2021 No. 2 “On
preventive
vaccinations
against COVID-19 for certain
categories of citizens” (as
amended on 8 October 2021)

At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade, personal services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners, cleaning services
(including disinfection), hotel services, funeral services, delivery of
goods, incl. courier and other similar services;
- beauty salons, hairdressing, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- catering;
- pension provision, compulsory medical insurance, social services;
- client divisions of financial organizations, unified settlement centers,
organizations providing postal services, insurance services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection, social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- promotional activities;

Contraindications to
vaccination

01.11.2021:
first
component
01.12.2021: second
component

not have a single
vaccination against
COVID-19, from
09.11.2021, without
a
completed
vaccination course from 07.12.2021 for
the
period
of
epidemiological
trouble
( Resolution of the
Chief State Sanitary
Inspector of the
Republic
of
Tatarstan
dated
11.10.2021 No. 7)
Suspend from work,
transfer to remote
work
from
01.11.2021 persons
who have not had a
single vaccination
against
a
new
coronavirus
infection,
from
01.12.2021
persons who do not
have a completed
vaccination course,
with the exception
of persons with
contraindications
This provision was
abolished
by
amendments
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Chuvash
Republic Chuvashia

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Chuvash Republic dated 6
October 2021 No. 2 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications on the territory of
the Chuvash Republic Chuvashia” (as amended on
15 December 2021)

- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
constructions (premises in them), including in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- working at industrial enterprises, enterprises engaged in the production
(manufacturing) of products;
- public civil servants holding positions in the state civil service of the
Russian Federation, the Udmurt Republic, municipal employees holding
positions in the municipal service, employees of the authorities of the
Republic and their subordinate organizations
From October 11, 2021, it was decided to provide preventive vaccinations
against COVID-19 to citizens aged 18 years and older who are subject to
mandatory vaccination according to epidemic indications:
- performing work and (or) providing services to the population of the
Chuvash Republic:
- in the field of education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- in the service sector, at facilities:
- trade;
- catering;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas and other facilities that provide such services;
sports facilities, sports and recreation complexes, fitness clubs, swimming
pools and other objects of physical culture and sports;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- hotel services;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- organizations providing postal services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- employment centers;
- public transport, taxi;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, other venues for
such events for minors in buildings, structures, constructions (premises in
them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation, shopping and entertainment
centers;
- cinemas (cinema halls), theaters, theatrical and concert institutions,
cultural and leisure institutions and other similar organizations;

Contraindications to
vaccination

17.01.2022:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine
17.02.2022: second
component: persons
aged 60 years and
older, persons with
chronic
diseases
studying
in
vocational
educational
institutions
and
educational
institutions
of
higher
education
over 18 years of age,
covering at least
90% of the number
of employees aged
60 years, workers
with
chronic
diseases, at least
80% of the total
number of students;
01.11.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine

- suspend from
work, transfer to
remote work from
17.01.2022 persons
aged 60 years and
older and persons
with
chronic
diseases who have
not received a single
vaccination against
COVID-19,
from 17.02.2022 persons who do not
have a completed
vaccination course;
- suspend from
work, transfer to a
remote mode of
work and refuse
admission
to
professional
educational
organizations and
higher
education
organizations,
transfer to a distance
learning mode from
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Kirov
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Kirov Oblast dated 11
October 2021 No. 6 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
17 November 2021)

- museums, exhibition halls, libraries;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service, municipal
employees holding positions of the municipal service, employees of
government bodies and local governments and organizations subordinate
to them;
- persons aged 60 and over;
- persons with chronic diseases, incl. with diseases of the
bronchopulmonary system, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes and obesity;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
[1 group]
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, childcare, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events, incl. museums, exhibition halls,
libraries, lectures, trainings;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes), incl. discos, dance floors, nightclubs;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, other venues for
such events for minors in buildings, structures, constructions (premises in
them: children's circles, studios (dance, art, theater, studios)), creative
workshops, other training centers that provide services for teaching
children, incl. in parks of culture and recreation, shopping and
entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- federal state civil servants, state civil servants of the Kirov oblast,
municipal employees, employees of territorial bodies of federal executive

Сontraindications in
accordance with the
instructions for the
medical use of
immunobiological
medicinal products
intended for the
prevention of a new
coronavirus
infection (COVID19)

01.12.2021:
the
second component,
at least 80% of the
total number of
employees

01.11.2021 persons
who do not have a
single vaccination
against COVID-19,
from 01.12.2021 persons who do not
have a completed
course
of
vaccination

[1 group]
10.11.2021:
first
component
10.12.2021: second
component, at least
80% of the total
number
of
employees
(employees)

No information

[2 group]
30.11.2021:
first
component
30.12.2021: second
component: at least
80% of the total
number
of
employees
(employees)
and
those living in social
organizations
service
[3 group]
30.11.2021:
first
component
30.12.2021: second
component: at least
90% of the number
of
employees
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Orenburg
Oblast

Decree of the Governor of the
Orenburg Oblast dated 23
June 2021 No.305-ук “On
preventive
vaccinations
against COVID-19 for certain
categories of citizens”
Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Orenburg Oblast dated 14
October 2021 No. 3 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens

authorities, state bodies of the Kirov oblast, local authorities of
municipalities of the oblast, who do not hold, respectively, the positions
of the federal state civil service, state civil service of the oblast, municipal
services, as well as employees of organizations subordinate to these bodies
[2 group]
- working on the basis of labor contracts, civil law contracts in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs, carrying out activities to
provide:
- veterinary services;
- pharmaceutical services;
- services for the maintenance and repair of motor vehicles;
- delivery services, incl. courier activities;
- hotel and tourism services;
- communication services;
- services in the field of insurance;
- security services;
- services of cleaning companies;
- funeral services;
- services for disinfection, disinsection, deratization;
- real estate service agencies;
- services of printing houses;
- persons living in social service organizations (regardless of the form of
ownership)
[3 group]
- persons 60 years of age and older and persons with chronic diseases, incl.
with diseases of the bronchopulmonary system, cardiovascular diseases,
diabetes mellitus and obesity
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
[1 group]
- employees of the executive authorities of the Orenburg oblast, their
subordinate institutions;
[2 group]
- recommended: employees of state bodies, state authorities, local
governments of municipalities of the Orenburg oblast, their subordinate
institutions;
[3 group]
- citizens aged 18 years and older who perform work and (or) provide
services to the population of the Orenburg oblast:
- in organizations of all forms of ownership that carry out educational
activities;

(workers) 60 years
of age and older

Contraindications to
vaccination

1) until 01.07.2021
2) until 01.07.2021
3) by 01.11.2021,
organize preventive
vaccinations against
a new coronavirus
infection (COVID19) with the first
component of the
vaccine or a singlecomponent vaccine,
by 01.12.2021 with the second

No information
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according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
30 December 2021 and 17
February 2022)

- in organizations of all forms of ownership that carry out medical
activities;
- in the public service sector:
- trade, incl. pharmaceutical preparations;
- public catering, incl. courier delivery;
- public transport, taxi;
- social protection and social services for the population, incl.
organizations for the care of the elderly;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- in organizations providing hotel and tourism services;
- household services (including hairdressing, laundry, dry cleaning and
other similar services);
- postal services;
- in multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal
services;
- client divisions of financial organizations and organizations providing
settlement and cash services;
- organizations of physical culture and sports, sports and recreation
complexes, fitness centers (clubs), swimming pools, water parks, baths,
saunas, solariums, beauty salons, cosmetic, massage and SPA salons;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls, museums, exhibition halls, libraries,
entertainment, spectacular and leisure organizations;
- children's leisure playrooms and premises, children's recreation and
rehabilitation organizations, childcare and childcare organizations,
children's development centers and other similar organizations for minors,
incl. in parks of culture and recreation and shopping and entertainment
centers;
- services of security companies;
- volunteers;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service of the
Orenburg oblast, municipal employees holding positions of the municipal
service of the oblast, employees of the executive, legislative authorities
and local self-government of the oblast;
[4 group]
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old
- employees of organizations providing services, including:
communication and telecommunications services and repair services for
digital and household appliances; gas supply; legal services; tourist
services; funeral services;

component of the
vaccine against a
new
coronavirus
infection (COVID19) with coverage
vaccinations of at
least 80.0% of the
total number of
employees,
employees of the
team, organization
4) until 28.01.2022 the first component,
until 28.02.2022 the
second
component of the
vaccine
with
coverage of at least
80% of the total
number
of
employees,
employees, students
of
the
team,
organization
5) until 18.03.2022 the first component,
until 18.04.2022 the
second
component of the
vaccine
with
vaccination
coverage of at least
80.0% of the total
number
of
employees,
employees of the
team, organization
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Samara
Oblast

Ulyanovsk
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Samara Oblast dated 15 July
2021 No. 3 “On preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according
to epidemic indications” (as
amended on 8 October 2021)

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Ulyanovsk Oblast dated 12
October 2021 No. 542 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications”

[5 group]
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs engaged in the provision of
services in the energy sector
At least 60%, as amended - at least 80% of the total number of employees

Contraindications to
vaccination

Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs:
- employees of educational institutions;
- employees of medical organizations;
- social workers;
- employees of the housing and communal services sector;
- workers in the energy sector;
- employees in the service sector (trade, public catering; public transport,
taxis; client departments of financial organizations, organizations,
theaters, cinemas, concert halls, sports facilities, fitness centers,
organizations providing postal services, hotel services, personal services,
including laundries, hairdressers, dry cleaners and other similar services);
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service, municipal
employees holding positions of the municipal service, employees of the
authorities and local self-government of the oblast and their subordinate
organizations

At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the following
areas:
- education;
- health care, social protection and social services;

Contraindications to
vaccination

07.08.2021:
first
component
or
single-component
vaccine
01.09.2021: second
component of, at
least 60% of the
total number of
employees
01.11.2021:
first
component or a
single-component
vaccine
01.12.2021: second
component of the
vaccine against a
new
coronavirus
infection that has
passed the state
registration in the
Russian Federation,
with a maximum
coverage, but not
less than 80% of the
total number of
employees
15.11.2021:
first
component or a
single-component
vaccine
15.12.2021: second
component of the
COVID -19 vaccine
that has passed state
registration in the

No information

No information
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Perm Krai

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Perm Krai dated 13 July 2021
No. 206 “On preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups
citizens
according
to
epidemic indications” (as
amended on 13 October
2021, 15 October 2021, 25
October 2021)

- services (trade, client departments of financial institutions, public
catering, public transport, taxi, courier activities, in organizations
providing communication services, including postal, insurance services,
hotel services (including hostels, guest houses), services for the provision
of places for temporary residence, travel services, personal services,
including services of hairdressers, laundries, dry cleaners, ateliers, beauty
salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths, saunas ,
sports and recreation complexes, fitness clubs, swimming pools, water
parks);
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls, museums, libraries, exhibition halls;
- provision of legal and notarial services;
- leisure (entertainment, including children's playrooms, children's
entertainment centers, entertainment events, including play events, master
classes);
- housing and communal services and energy;
- public civil servants, municipal employees, employees of government
bodies and organizations subordinate to them
At least 60%, as amended - at least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection, social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);

Russian Federation,
at least 80% of the
total number of
employees,
employees

Contraindications to
vaccination

Organize preventive
vaccinations against
COVID-19
with
coverage of at least
60% of the total
number
of
employees,
employees:

No information

15.08.2021:
first
component of the
vaccine or a singlecomponent vaccine;
15.09.2021: second
component
01.12.2021:
organize preventive
vaccinations against
COVID-19 for all
employees
(employees) subject
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Kurgan
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Kurgan Oblast dated 11
October 2021 No. 4 “On
preventive
vaccinations
against COVID-19 for certain
categories of citizens on the
territory of Kurgan Oblast”

- promotional activities;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other venues for similar events for minors in buildings, structures
(premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation, shopping and
entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- recreation and health improvement of children and teenagers;
- transport infrastructure;
- pension, social and medical insurance;
- provision of services for temporary accommodation of citizens;
- provision of tourist services;
- maintenance of motor vehicles;
- pharmaceutical, veterinary services;
- provision of security services;
- provision of delivery and courier services;
- management of apartment buildings;
- working at industrial enterprises (industries), at enterprises of the agroindustrial complex;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service of the
Russian Federation, the Perm Krai, municipal employees replacing
positions of the municipal service of the Perm Krai, employees of the Krai
authorities and their subordinate organizations;
- employees of departments of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Russia,
the Russian Guard, institutions of the penitentiary system operating in the
territory of the Perm Territory; employees of the state control body at the
checkpoint across the state border;
- people working on a rotational basis, volunteers;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- persons aged 60 and over;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens aged 18 years and older subject to
mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs engaged in the following
activities:

to
mandatory
vaccination, but not
less than 80% of the
payroll, taking into
account
citizens
who recovered from
COVID-19 no more
than 6 months ago

This measure does
not apply:
- for persons who
have
contraindications to
prophylactic
vaccination against
a new coronavirus

20.11.2021:
first
component or a
single-component
vaccine
20.12.2021: second
component of the
vaccine against a
new
coronavirus

Сonsider the issue
of suspension from
work
and
(or)
transfer to a remote
mode of work from
20.11.2021
of
persons who do not
have
a
single
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(as amended on 29 October
2021 and 2 December 2021)

- in the field of education, incl. additional (including activities for the
organization of children's recreation and their rehabilitation, the activities
of schools for the training of drivers of vehicles, trainings and courses);
- in the field of healthcare and the provision of social services, incl. care
services with accommodation and the provision of social services without
accommodation, the activities of sanatorium and resort organizations,
sanatoriums, rehabilitation centers, the activities of massage parlors;
- maintenance of buildings and territories, incl. for complex maintenance
of premises, for cleaning and cleaning, disinsection, deratization,
disinfection;
- in the field of housing and communal services, services for the
management of apartment buildings;
- travel agencies and other organizations providing services in the field of
tourism;
- veterinary;
- for the provision of financial services (provision of loans and other types
of credit, microfinance activities);
- insurance (insurance of civil liability of motor vehicle owners, property
insurance);
- in the field of information and communications (publishing activities,
showing films in cinemas, providing cellular communication services,
activities of the media, news agencies, other information services);
- printing;
- to provide places for temporary residence;
- provision of food and beverages;
- regular transportation of passengers by buses in urban and suburban
traffic, the operation of a passenger taxi;
- auxiliary transport activities (transport infrastructure activities, activities
of bus stations, bus stations, airport operation and maintenance of
vehicles);
- public postal service;
- courier;
- intake, purification and distribution of water;
- collection and treatment of wastewater;
- collection, processing and disposal of waste; processing of secondary
raw materials;
- provision of electric energy, gas and steam;
- manufacturing industries;

infection (COVID19);
- for citizens who
have been ill with a
new
coronavirus
infection (COVID19) (taking into
account the period
not exceeding 6
months from the
moment
of
recovery) and who
have
documents
confirming the fact
of the disease

infection that has
passed
state
registration in the
Russian Federation,
at least 80% of the
total number of
employees
(employees)
For persons 60 years
of age and older, as
well as persons
studying
in
vocational
educational
organizations and
educational
institutions
of
higher
education
over 18 years old:
30.12.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine
31.01.2022: second
component of the
vaccine
against
coronavirus
infection (COVID19)

vaccination against
a new coronavirus
infection,
from
20.12.2021 - of
persons who do not
have a completed
vaccination course,
with the exception
of persons with
contraindications to
prophylactic
vaccination against
a new coronavirus
infection (COVID19), citizens who
have
recovered
from
a
new
coronavirus
infection (COVID19) (taking into
account a period not
exceeding 6 months
from the moment of
recovery) and who
have
documents
confirming the fact
of the disease
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Sverdlovsk
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Sverdlovsk Oblast dated 14
October 2021 No. 05-24 / 2
“On preventive vaccinations

- wholesale and retail trade in any kind of goods, as well as various types
of services accompanying the sale of goods (including the activities of
pharmacies);
- private security activities and security services;
- volunteers;
- personal services (including laundry and dry cleaning, ironing and repair
of products, services of hairdressing and beauty salons, activities of tattoo
and piercing salons, SPA salons, services of paid toilets, activities of baths
and showers for the provision of general hygiene services, activities of
saunas, solariums, salons for weight loss and weight loss, ritual services);
- concert halls, theaters, including ticket office services;
- libraries, museums;
- in the field of sports, recreation and entertainment (including the
activities of sports organizations, facilities (stadiums, hockey rinks,
swimming pools, arenas, halls), clubs, sports teams, independent athletes,
coaches, activities of arena and stadium owners, activities for the
organization, advertising and management of sports events, the operation
of fitness centers, sports and recreation centers, attractions, thematic
exhibitions, fairs, parks of culture and recreation, entertainment and theme
parks, dance floors, discos and dance schools, organization of ceremonies
(weddings, anniversaries) and their musical accompaniment);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, other venues for
such events for minors in buildings, structures, constructions (premises in
them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation, in shopping and
entertainment centers;
- repair and maintenance of motor vehicles;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service of the
Kurgan oblast, municipal employees holding positions of the municipal
service of the oblast, employees of the oblast authorities and local
governments of the oblast, as well as organizations subordinate to them,
deputies of the oblast and municipal levels;
- persons 60 years of age and older, as well as persons studying in
professional educational organizations and educational institutions of
higher education over 18 years old in the territory of the Kurgan oblast
No percentage
Categories (groups) of citizens aged 18 years and older subject to
mandatory vaccination:

This measure does
not apply:
- for persons who
have
contraindications to

The first component
of the vaccine or a
single-component
vaccine:

Heads of legal
entities, regardless
of
departmental
affiliation and form
of
ownership,
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against a new coronavirus
infection (COVID-19) for
certain categories (groups) of
citizens in the Sverdlovsk
Oblast in 2021 according to
epidemic indications”

- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- education;
- health care;
- social protection and social services;
- provision of services to the population, namely:
- trade in any kind of goods, as well as various types of services
accompanying the sale of goods;
- client divisions of financial organizations and organizations providing
postal services, multifunctional centers;
- public catering;
- public transport (employees); at transport infrastructure facilities (bus
stations, airports);
- activities to provide places for temporary residence (hotels and hostels);
- activities for the provision of other personal services (household services,
including hairdressing, laundry, dry cleaning services);
- activities in the field of culture, sports, leisure and entertainment
(theaters, cinemas, concert halls, museums, exhibition halls and venues,
libraries, sports facilities, fitness centers);
- energy; provision of housing and communal services; activities in the
field of culture and entertainment (circus, palaces, clubs and houses of
culture), activities of houses and recreation centers;
- public civil servants holding positions in the state civil service, municipal
employees holding positions in the municipal service, employees of
government bodies and local self-government;
- persons 60 years of age and older

prophylactic
vaccination against
a new coronavirus
infection (COVID19);
- for citizens who
recovered from a
new
coronavirus
infection (COVID19) after 31.03.2021
and have medical
documents
confirming the fact
of the COVID-19
disease

Until 01.11.2021 to employees in the
field of education,
civil
servants
holding positions in
the
state
civil
service, municipal
employees holding
positions in the
municipal service,
employees
of
government bodies
and local selfgovernment;
Until 15.11.2021 to employees in the
field of healthcare,
social
protection
and social services,
provision
of
services to the
population;
Until 01.12.2021 to employees in the
energy
sector;
provision
of
housing
and
communal services;
activities in the field
of
culture
and
entertainment
(circus,
palaces,
clubs and houses of
culture), activities
of
houses
and
recreation centers;
Until 27.12.2021 for persons 60 years
of age and older;

individual
entrepreneurs are
ordered to consider
the
issue
of
suspension
from
work or transfer to a
remote mode of
work:
- citizens who have
not had a single
vaccination against
a new coronavirus
infection:
- from 02.11.2021 employees in the
field of education,
state civil servants
holding
the
positions of the state
civil
service,
municipal
employees holding
the positions of the
municipal service,
employees
of
government bodies
and local selfgovernment;
- from 16.11.2021 employees in the
field of healthcare,
social
protection
and social services,
provision
of
services to the
population;
- from 15.12.2021 employees in the
energy
sector;
provision
of
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The
second
component of the
vaccine:
Until 01.12.2021 to employees in the
field of education,
civil servants filling
positions of the state
civil
service,
municipal
employees
replacing positions
of the municipal
service, employees
of
government
bodies and local
self-government;
- Until 15.12.2021 to employees in the
field of healthcare,
social
protection
and social services,
provision
of
services to the
population;
- Until 01.01.2022 to employees in the
energy
sector;
provision
of
housing
and
communal services;
activities in the field
of
culture
and
entertainment
(circus,
palaces,
clubs and houses of
culture), activities
of
houses
and
recreation centers;

housing
and
communal services;
activities in the field
of
culture
and
entertainment
(circus,
palaces,
clubs and houses of
culture), activities
of
houses
and
recreation centers;
- citizens who have
not
completed
vaccination (who
did not receive a
single-component
vaccine
or
the
second component
of a two-component
vaccine):
- from 02.12.2021 employees in the
field of education,
state civil servants
holding
the
positions of the state
civil
service,
municipal
employees holding
the positions of the
municipal service,
employees
of
government bodies
and local selfgovernment;
- from 16.12.2021 employees in the
field of healthcare,
social
protection
and social services,
provision
of
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- Until 27.01.2022 for persons 60 years
of age and older

Tyumen
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Tyumen Oblast dated 18
October 2021 No. 8 “On
preventive
vaccinations
against COVID-19 for certain
categories of citizens on the
territory of the Tyumen
Oblast” (as amended on 11
November 2021 and 1
December 2021)

At least 80% of the total number of employees
1) It was decided to ensure, from 18.10.2021, preventive vaccinations for
epidemic indications against a new coronavirus infection to citizens aged
18 years and older who are subject to mandatory vaccination for epidemic
indications, citizens working on the basis of an employment contract,
service contract, civil law contract in organizations (institutions)
regardless of the form of ownership, from individual entrepreneurs
carrying out activities:
- in the field of education, healthcare, physical culture and sports, social
protection and social services, activities for recreation and recreation of
children, incl. private form of ownership;
- in the service sector (at trade facilities, client divisions of financial
organizations, public catering facilities; public transport, taxis; transport
hubs (airports, bus stations and bus stations), in organizations providing
postal services, hotel services and hostels, household services, including
services of hairdressers, laundries, dry cleaners, beauty salons and other
similar services in theaters, cinemas, concert halls, sports facilities, fitness
centers);
- persons holding state and municipal positions, state civil servants,
municipal employees, employees of government bodies and local selfgovernment;
- employees of cleaning companies;
- employees of multifunctional centers;

This measure does
not apply to citizens
who
have
contraindications to
preventive
vaccination against
a new coronavirus
infection (COVID19); for citizens who
have been ill with a
new
coronavirus
infection within the
last 6 months and
have
medical
documents
confirming the fact
of
the
disease
COVID-19

1) 12.11.2021: first
component or a
single-component
vaccine
03.12.2021: second
component
with
coverage
in
accordance with the
plan of at least 80%
of the total number
of
employees,
employees of the
above areas
2) 24.12.2021 first
component or a
single-component
vaccine
14.01.2022: second
component
with
coverage
in
accordance with the
plan of at least 80%

services to the
population;
- from 15.12.2021 employees in the
energy
sector;
provision
of
housing
and
communal services;
activities in the field
of
culture
and
entertainment
(circus,
palaces,
clubs and houses of
culture), activities
of
houses
and
recreation centers
1) to ensure the
dismissal from work
from 12.11.2021 of
persons who have
not had a single
vaccination against
a new coronavirus
infection,
from
03.12.2021 - of
persons who do not
have a completed
vaccination course,
with the exception
of persons who have
contraindications to
prophylactic
vaccination against
a new coronavirus
infection. Transfer
persons
with
medical
contraindications to
remote work
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- persons working on a rotational basis;
- persons subject to conscription for military service;
2) - in the field of culture (including museums, libraries);
- in the field of congress, exhibition, betting activities, organization of
sports, educational, leisure, entertainment, entertainment, gaming events
(including exhibition halls, lecture halls, trainings, master classes, etc.);
- in the field of housing and communal services, services for the
management of apartment buildings;
- in the field of communication services (including telephone);
- employees of children's developing and entertainment centers, children's
playrooms;
- employees of travel agencies and other organizations providing services
in the field of tourism;
- employees of state and municipal institutions, enterprises;
- employees of security companies;
- employees, media workers

of the total number
of employees

2) to ensure the
dismissal from work
from 24.12.2021 of
persons who have
not received a single
vaccination against
a new coronavirus
infection,
from
14.01.2022
persons who do not
have a completed
vaccination course,
with the exception
of persons who have
contraindications to
prophylactic
vaccination against
a new coronavirus
infection. Persons
with
medical
contraindications
should
be
transferred
to
remote work
For non-fulfillment
by citizens of the
regulatory legal acts
of the Tyumen
oblast
on
the
protection of the
population
from
emergency
situations,
an
administrative fine
is established in the
amount of 1,000 to
2,000 rubles.
(Article 3.6 of the
Code of the Tyumen
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Chelyabinsk
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Chelyabinsk Oblast dated 8
October 2021 No. 3 “On
preventive
vaccinations
against COVID-19 for certain
categories of citizens on the
territory of the Chelyabinsk
Oblast” (as amended on 11
November 2021)
Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Chelyabinsk Oblast dated 30
November 2021 No. 5 “On
carrying out
preventive
vaccinations against a new
coronavirus
infection
(COVID-19) for students in
vocational
educational
organizations and educational
institutions
of
higher
education, as well as for
persons over 60 years old in
the
Chelyabinsk
region
according
to
epidemic
indications”

From 11 October 2021, it was decided to provide preventive vaccinations
against a new coronavirus infection (COVID-19) to citizens aged 18 years
and older who perform work and (or) provide services to the population
of the Chelyabinsk oblast:
- in organizations carrying out educational activities of all forms of
ownership;
- in organizations engaged in medical activities;
- in the public service sector:
- trade;
- catering;
- public transport;
- social protection and social services for the population, incl.
organizations for the care of the elderly;
- housing and communal services;
- in organizations providing hotel services;
- household services (including hairdressing, laundry, dry cleaning and
other similar services);
- postal services;
- in multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal
services;
- client divisions of financial organizations and organizations providing
settlement and cash services;
- organizations of physical culture and sports, sports and recreation
centers, fitness centers (clubs), swimming pools, baths, saunas, solariums,
massage and spa salons;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls, museums, exhibition halls, libraries,
entertainment and leisure organizations;
- children's leisure playrooms and premises, children's recreation and
rehabilitation organizations, childcare and child care organizations,
children's development centers and other similar organizations for minors;
- public civil servants, holding the positions of the state civil service,
municipal employees, holding the positions of the municipal service,
employees of government bodies and local self-government

Contraindications to
vaccination

11.11.2021:
first
component
11.12.2021: second
component of the
vaccine against a
new
coronavirus
infection
with
coverage
in
accordance with the
plan

Oblast
on
Administrative
Responsibility dated
27.12.2007 No. 55)
No information

Decree
dated
30.11.2021: from
01.12.2021 (citizens
aged 18 years and
older studying in
professional
educational
organizations and
educational
institutions
of
higher
education
located
on
the
territory of the
Chelyabinsk oblast;
persons aged 60 and
over)

Decree dated 30 November 2021:
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KhantyMansi
Autonomou
s Okrug Yugra

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Khanty-Mansiysk
Autonomous Okrug - Yugra
dated 8 October 2021 No. 8
“On preventive vaccinations
against COVID-19 for certain
categories of citizens on the
territory of the Khanty-Mansi
Autonomous Okrug - Yugra”
(as amended on 22 January
2022 and 2 February 2022)
Letter
of
the
Rospotrebnadzor
Administration
for
the
Khanty-Mansiysk
Autonomous Okrug - Yugra
dated 11 October 2021 No.
01-03/4900

YamaloNenets
Autonomou
s Okrug

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous
Okrug dated 8 October 2021
No. 29 “On preventive
vaccinations against COVID19 among adult population of
the
Yamalo-Nenets
Autonomous Okrug and
employees arriving in the
territory of the region to carry
out activities by the shiftforwarding method” (as
amended on 10 December
2021)

- citizens aged 18 years and older studying in professional educational
organizations and educational institutions of higher education located on
the territory of the Chelyabinsk oblast;
- persons aged 60 and over
From 11 October 2021, with continuation in 2022, mandatory vaccination
against COVID-19 for the following risk groups was introduced in the
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug - Yugra:
- working in certain professions and positions, on the basis of an
employment contract, a civil law contract in organizations, for individual
entrepreneurs, self-employed citizens, seasonal workers: employees of
medical, educational organizations, social service organizations,
multifunctional centers, workers of transport and transport infrastructure,
communal spheres and spheres of service provision, law enforcement
officers, state civil and municipal employees;
- persons working on a rotational basis;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- persons with chronic diseases;
- persons subject to conscription for military service;
- persons aged 60 and over;
- students and students of educational institutions of secondary and higher
levels of vocational education over 18 years old
* due to the gradual fading of the immune response, re-vaccination should
be carried out 6 months after the previous vaccination or past illness (from
the date of recovery) and ensure coverage of the full course of vaccination
against COVID-19 at least 80%
Starting from 11 December 2021, it was decided to provide preventive
vaccinations against COVID-19 to citizens aged 18 years and older who
are subject to mandatory vaccination for epidemic indications, related to
priority 1 level in accordance with the Preventive Immunization Calendar
for epidemic indications:
- persons aged 60 and over;
- employees of medical, educational organizations, social service
organizations and multifunctional centers;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- persons with chronic diseases, incl. with diseases of the
bronchopulmonary system, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes mellitus and
obesity.
From 8 October 2021 to 10 December 2021, it was decided to provide
preventive vaccination against COVID-19 to citizens aged 18 years and
older who are subject to mandatory vaccination for epidemic indications -

This measure does
not apply to persons
who
have
contraindications to
preventive
vaccination against
COVID-19, as well
as to citizens who
have had a COVID19
disease
confirmed
by
medical documents
after 22.07.2021.

01.11.2021:
first
component
01.12.2021: second
component.

From 01.11.2021,
remove from work
persons who do not
have
a
single
vaccination against
COVID-19,
and
persons who, from
01.12.2021, do not
have a completed
vaccination course,
with the exception
of persons who have
contraindications to
preventive
vaccination against
COVID-19

Contraindications to
vaccination

Starting
11.12.2021

Take measures to
suspend from work
those who do not
have a completed
course
of
vaccination against
(COV1D-19)

from

Repealed
amendments
11.12.2021

by
from
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performing work and (or) providing services to the population of the
Autonomous Okrug in institutions and organizations, regardless of
departmental affiliation and forms of ownership of the following
categories:
- employees of medical organizations;
- employees of the education sector, incl. additional education;
- employees of sports and physical culture institutions;
- persons employed in the public service sector (in banks, at trade
facilities, public catering; public transport, in organizations providing
postal services, hotel services, personal services, including hairdressing,
laundry, dry cleaning and other services services);
- employees of cultural institutions;
- persons employed in the field of organization of recreation and
entertainment of the population;
- public civil servants, holding the positions of the state civil service,
municipal employees, holding the positions of the municipal service,
employees of government bodies and local self-government
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Altai
Republic

Republic of
Buryatia

Resolutions of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Altai Republic dated 26 June
2021 No. 34 “On preventive
vaccinations against COVID19 for certain categories of
citizens” (as amended on 7
October 2021)

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Republic of Buryatia dated 26
June 22021 No. 4
“On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications”
(as
amended
on
10
December 2021)

At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- production (food industry, agricultural industry, production of building
products and structures, production of consumer goods, communications);
- delivery of goods and food;
- extraction of raw materials (mines, mines, power plants);
- management of multi-apartment residential buildings;
- transport infrastructure;
- culture and art;
- organization of film screenings in cinemas;
- organization of exhibitions, leisure, entertainment, spectacular events,
incl. holiday agencies, institutions for organizing events, celebrations and
weddings;
- organization of mass physical culture and sports events
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs:
- employees of medical, educational organizations;
- social workers (nursing homes, children's homes, homes for the disabled,
social workers for home care);
- employees of transport, transport hubs and housing and communal
services (public transport, taxi, airport, bus stations);
- workers in the service sector (trade, catering, food industry);
- employees (federal, municipal, public authorities of the republic);
- workers in the service sector (hairdressers, ateliers, laundries, dry
cleaners, saunas, baths, beauty salons, massage parlors, hotels, camp sites,
hotels, recreation and health services for children and other services);
- employees of institutions of culture, leisure and sports (houses of culture,
children's play, entertainment centers, theaters, cinemas, sports centers);
- employees of the multifunctional centers, client departments of banks,
post offices, unified settlement centers);
- employees of energy facilities;
- employees of industrial enterprises (industries), enterprises of the agroindustrial complex;

Contraindications to
vaccination

Contraindications to
vaccination

13.10.2021: submit to
the
medical
organization carrying
out activities for the
vaccination of the
population, lists of
employees,
employees subject to
preventive
vaccinations against
COVID-19
22.10.2021:
first
component
or
a
single-component
vaccine
19.11.2021: second
component
Organize preventive
vaccinations
until
01.11.2021

No information

No information

Until
20.12.2021:
vaccination
of
employees
of
industrial enterprises
(productions),
enterprises of the
agro-industrial
complex
Until
17.01.2022:
vaccination of other
categories of citizens
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Tuva
Republic

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Tuva Republic dated 17 July
2021 No. 23 “On preventive
vaccinations against COVID19 for certain categories of
citizens” (as amended on 29
November 2021)

- workers in the construction industry; shift workers;
- students;
- persons over 65 years of age
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- health care;
- education;
- social protection and social services;
- culture, leisure and sports (houses of culture, theaters, cinemas, sports
and fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools, health camps,
children's play, entertainment centers and other venues for such events for
minors in buildings, structures, constructions (premises in them),
including in parks and squares and other public places, also including
cultural, exhibition, educational, mass physical culture and sports, leisure,
entertainment, spectacular events;
- public transport, taxi, airport, bus station;
- trade, public catering, production;
- household services (hairdressers, ateliers, laundries, dry cleaners, saunas,
baths, beauty salons, massage parlors, beauty salons, spa salons, hotels,
camp sites, hotels and other similar services);
- delivery of goods and food, incl. courier;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services,
client departments of financial organizations, post offices, unified
settlement centers, cellular communication centers);
- housing and communal services and energy;
- working on a rotational basis;
- carrying out air transportation;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service, municipal
employees holding positions of the municipal service, employees of the
authorities of the republic and subordinate organizations; deputies of the
republican and municipal levels;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old, sent for internships
and classes outside the structural divisions of professional educational
organizations and educational organizations of higher education;
- persons aged 60 years and older, persons with chronic diseases

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.08.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine
15.09.2021: second
component

No information

As amended:
Until
13.11.2021,
organize preventive
vaccinations against
COVID-19 with a
vaccine
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Republic of
Khakassia

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Republic of Khakassia dated
27 June 2021 No. 8 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
13 October 2021 and 18
February 2022)

At least 60% of the total number of employees, as amended – at least 80%
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the following
areas:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, transport for the transportation of employees of
organizations and enterprises, taxis;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings);
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, day camps, other
places for holding such events for minors in buildings, structures,
constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation,
shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- food production;
- industry;
- construction;
- involved in the work on a rotational basis;
- public civil servants holding the positions of the state civil service in the
Republic of Khakassia, municipal employees of urban districts and
municipal districts, employees of the authorities of the Republic and their
subordinate organizations;
- students over 18 years of age in professional educational organizations
and educational institutions of higher education

Contraindications to
vaccination

31.07.2021:
component
31.08.2021:
component

first

No information

second

As amended:
25.03.2022:
first
component of the
vaccine or a singlecomponent vaccine
25.04.2022: second
component
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Altai Krai

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Altai Krai dated 23 July 2021
No. 4
“On preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according
to epidemic indications” (as
amended on 12 October 2021
No. 5)

Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- those working in the field of trade, public catering, education, healthcare,
social protection and social services, housing and communal services and
energy, provision of services (banking, communication services, provision
of sanatorium and health services, tourism services and services of
accommodation facilities for temporary residence); for the transportation
of the population by public transport and taxis, personal services, sports
and recreation services);
- state civil servants, municipal employees, employees of authorities and
local self-government, employees of the police, the Russian Guard, the
Ministry of Emergency Situations, employees of multifunctional centers
for the provision of state and municipal services;
- persons aged 60 and over;
- persons with chronic diseases, incl. with diseases of the
bronchopulmonary system, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes and obesity;
- volunteers

No information

22.08.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine
19.09.2021: second
component
As amended:
22.11.2021:
first
component
or
a
single-component
vaccine
22.12.2021: second
vaccine component
covering categories
(groups) of citizens
working in the field of
trade, public catering,
education, healthcare,
social protection and
social
services,
housing
and
communal services
and energy, provision
of services, civil
servants, municipal
employees,
employees
of
government bodies
and
local
selfgovernment
,
employees of the
police, the Russian
Guard, the Ministry of
Emergency
Situations, employees
of
multifunctional
centers
for
the
provision of state and
municipal services at
least 80%
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Zabaykalsky
Krai

Krasnoyarsk
Krai

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Zabaykalsky Krai dated 27
June 2021 No. 535 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
14 October 2021)

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Krasnoyarsk Krai dated 23
July 2021 No. 43
“On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications” (as amended on
14 October 2021,
17
November 2021, 26 January
2022)

At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the following
areas:
- health care;
- education, including employees of summer recreational institutions of a
stationary type;
- social protection and social services for the population;
- trade;
- catering;
- transport;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services, multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal
services;
- culture, leisure and sports;
- working on a rotational basis;
- persons with chronic diseases;
- volunteers;
- state, civil servants holding the positions of the state civil service of the
Zabaykalsky krai, employees of the state authorities of the krai and their
subordinate organizations;
- municipal employees holding the positions of the municipal service of
the krai, employees of local self-government bodies of the krai and their
subordinate organizations
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in:
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- the sphere of transport services (public transport, taxi);
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- trade, public catering, hotel and other services;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, SPA-salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools, water parks;

Contraindications to
vaccination

08.11.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine
08.12.2021: second
component

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.03.2022:
vaccinations against
coronavirus infection
with coverage of at
least 80% of the total
number of students in
vocational
educational
organizations
and
educational
institutions of higher
education over 18
years old

Suspend
or
telecommute
persons who have
not
been
vaccinated against
COVID-19
by
15.03.2022
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- the sphere of personal services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other
similar facilities;
- the sphere of housing and communal services and energy;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day and
round-the-clock camps, other places for holding such events for minors in
buildings, structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of
culture and recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls, sports facilities;
- working on a rotational basis on the basis of an employment contract, a
civil law contract in organizations and individual entrepreneurs;
- living on a permanent basis in social institutions;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service, municipal
employees holding positions of the municipal service of the Krasnoyarsk
Krai, employees of state authorities of the Krasnoyarsk Krai and their
subordinate organizations;
- employees and employees of law enforcement agencies;
- persons aged 60 and over.
This measure does not apply to persons who have contraindications to
preventive vaccination against COVID-19

Irkutsk
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Irkutsk Oblast dated 15
October 2021 No. 69 “On
preventive
vaccinations
against COVID-19 for certain
categories of citizens”

At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- employees of medical, educational organizations, social service
organizations and multifunctional centers;
- state civil and municipal employees;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old;
- employees of public catering organizations;
- employees of trade in food and non-food products;
- employees of organizations of the tourism industry;
- employees of industrial enterprises and transport organizations;
- employees of organizations in the field of consumer services.
- employees of organizations for the maintenance of sewer facilities,
equipment and networks;
- persons aged 60 and over;
- persons living in social service organizations;

Contraindications to
vaccination

25.11.2021:
first
component
or
a
single-component
vaccine
25.12.2021: second
component
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Kemerovo
Oblast

Order of the Governor of the
Kemerovo Oblast - Kuzbass
dated 18 June 2021 No. 88-рг
“On additional measures on
preventive
vaccinations
against COVID-19 for certain
categories of citizens”
Order of the Governor of the
Kemerovo Oblast - Kuzbass
dated 18 July 2021 No. 104рг (repeats the decision of the
Chief
State
Sanitary
Inspector for the Kemerovo
Oblast - Kuzbass)
“On preventive vaccinations
against COVID-19 for certain
categories of citizens”
Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector for the
Kemerovo Oblast - Kuzbass
dated 17 June 2021 No. 10
“On preventive vaccinations
for certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications”
(as amended on 2 December)

Order of the Governor of the
Kemerovo Oblast - Kuzbass
dated 13 November 2021
No.156-рг

- employees of transport and energy organizations;
- persons working on a rotational basis;
- volunteers;
- employees of organizations in the field of service provision
At least 60% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, civil law contract:
- in medical organizations;
- in educational organizations;
- in social service organizations;
- in multifunctional centers
At least 80% of the total number of employees
for persons 60 years of age and older, at least 80% of the total;
At least 60% of the total number of state civil servants replacing positions
of the state civil service
- working on the basis of an employment contract, civil law contract:
- in organizations of public transport, taxi;
- in energy organizations;
- in state control bodies at checkpoints across the state border of the
Russian Federation;
- in state and municipal authorities;
- in the provision of services: trade, public catering, beauty salons,
cosmetic, hairdressing, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- in organizations whose employees operate on a rotational basis;
- in organizations that carry out volunteer activities;
- in law enforcement agencies;
- students in professional educational organizations and educational
organizations of higher education over 18 years old;
- Persons 60 years of age and older
persons aged 60 and over

Contraindications to
vaccination

Persons
with
contraindications in
accordance with the
instructions
for
medical use of
immunobiological
medicinal products
intended for the
prevention
of
COVID-19

18.07.2021:
component
18.08.2021:
component

first

No information

second

25.11.2021:
first
component
or
a
single-component
vaccine
25.12.2021: second
component

No information

For persons 60 years
of age and older - by
18.12.2021:
first
component or a single
component vaccine
20.01.2022: second
component
Civil
servants:
25.11.2021:
first
component
or
a
single-component
vaccine
25.12.2021: second
component

Persons
with
contraindications in
accordance with the
instructions
for
medical use of

18.12.2021:
first
component
or
a
single-component
vaccine;
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“On preventive vaccinations
against COVID-19”

Novosibirsk
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Novosibirsk Oblast dated 12
October 2021 No. 001
“On preventive vaccinations
against COVID-19 for certain
categories of citizens” (as
amended on 10 November
2021 No. 002)

At least 80% of the total number of employees, employees studying
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- carrying out activities in the field:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- social protection and social services for the population;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events, incl. museums, exhibition halls,
libraries, lectures, trainings;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events, incl. game events, master
classes;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, other venues for
such events for minors in buildings, structures, constructions (premises in
them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation, shopping and entertainment
centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- activities to provide places for temporary residence (hotels, hostels,
hostels);
- delivery to the population of food, non-food products, public catering
products.
- public civil servants holding positions in the state civil service, municipal
employees holding positions in the municipal service, employees of
government bodies and local self-government and organizations
subordinate to them

immunobiological
medicinal products
intended for the
prevention
of
COVID-19
Persons who have
contraindications to
preventive
vaccination against
COVID-19
of
persons who have
had
COVID-19
disease in the last 6
months, confirmed
by
medical
documents and / or a
QR code.

20.01.2022: second
component of the
vaccine

21.22.2021:
first
component and / or a
single-component
vaccine
21.12.2021: second
component of the
vaccine
Until
17.12.2021,
organize preventive
vaccinations
of
additional categories
(groups) of citizens
with
the
first
component
and/or
single-component
vaccine
Until 17.01.2022 additional categories
(groups) of citizens of
the second component
(it is not specified
what these additional
groups of citizens
are)

From 21.11.2021,
suspend
from
work, transfer to
remote work of
persons who do
not have the first
component of the
vaccination.
From 21.12.2021 persons who do
not
have
a
completed
vaccination
course, with the
exception
of
persons who have
contraindications
or have had a
disease confirmed
by
medical
documents and/or
a QR code;
From 17.12.2021,
suspend
from
work, transfer to a
remote
work
mode
persons
from
among
additional
categories
(groups)
of
citizens who do
not have a single
vaccination
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Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Novosibirsk Oblast dated 15
December 2021 No. 003
“On preventive vaccinations
against
COVID-19
for
citizens aged 60 and older”

Percentage not specified
Provide preventive vaccinations against COVID-19 for people aged 60
and over

Persons who have
contraindications to
preventive
vaccination against
COVID-19 persons
who
have
had
COVID-19 disease
in the last 6 months,
confirmed
by
medical documents
and / or a QR code

20.01.2022:
first
component
and/or
single-component
vaccine
20.02.2022: second
component of the
vaccine
for
employees aged 60
years and older

against a new
coronavirus
infection,
from 17.01.2022 persons who do
not
have
a
completed
vaccination
course, with the
exception
of
persons who have
contraindications
or have had a
disease confirmed
by
medical
documents and /
or a QR code
From January 21,
2022,
suspend
from
work,
transfer to remote
work of persons
aged 60 years and
older who have
not
been
vaccinated with
the
first
component and /
or
singlecomponent
vaccine;
from 21.02.2022 persons aged 60
years and older
who do not have a
completed
vaccination
course, with the
exception
of
persons who have
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Omsk
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Omsk Oblast dated 4 July
2021 No. 65 “On preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according
to epidemic indications on the
territory of the Omsk Oblast”
(as amended on 2 December
2021)

At least 80% of the total number of employees, employees studying
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the following
areas:
- trade;
- catering;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- provision of temporary accommodation services (hotels, hostels, guest
houses, boarding houses, campsites, etc.);
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings);
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- courier activities and delivery, incl. through stationary points";
- maintenance of buildings and territories;
- industry, production, construction";

Contraindications to
vaccination

No
later
than
22.10.2021: submit to
medical organizations
at the location of the
facility,
lists
of
employees subject to
immunization

contraindications
to vaccination or
who have had a
disease confirmed
by
medical
documents and /
or a QR code
No information

15.11.2021:
first
component
or
a
single-component
vaccine.
15.12.2021: second
component
Persons 60 years of
age and older:
24.12.2021:
first
component
15.01.2022: second
component
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Tomsk
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Tomsk Oblast dated 15
October 2021 No. 5 “On
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications on the territory of
the Tomsk Oblast”
(as amended on 22 October
2021, No. 6)

- activities of security services (private and state security organizations);
- public civil servants holding positions in the state civil service of the
Omsk oblast, municipal employees holding positions in the municipal
service of the oblast, employees of oblast authorities and organizations
subordinate to them, employees (employees) of territorial bodies and
organizations of federal executive authorities located in the oblast;
- persons 60 years of age and older
At least 80% of the total number of employees, including those who
recovered from COVID-19 and were vaccinated (no more than 6 months
ago)
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- employees of medical and health-improving organizations;
- employees of educational organizations, incl. additional education;
- employees of institutions of social service and social protection;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- employees of organizations of transport and transport infrastructure,
energy;
- employees of law enforcement agencies, state control bodies at
checkpoints across the state border;
- persons working on a rotational basis;
- volunteers;
- military personnel; persons subject to conscription for military service;
- employees of organizations providing services:
- trade;
- beauty salons, hairdressing, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners, ateliers and other
similar services;
- catering;
- client departments of financial institutions;
- organizations providing postal services;
- services for the transportation of passengers, baggage and cargo;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- pension, social and medical insurance, employment services;
- cellular communication;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events, incl. museums, theaters,
cinemas, concert and exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings);

Contraindications to
vaccination

No
later
than
29.10.2021: submit
lists of employees,
incl.
actually
vaccinated workers
30.11.2021:
first
component or single
component vaccine
30.12.2021: second
component
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Sakha
(Yakutia)
Republic

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector for the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
dated 19 May 2021 “On
immunization
of
the
population of the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia) against a
new coronavirus infection
(COVID-19)” No. 3 (as
amended on 8 October 2021)

- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes, circuses, zoos, water parks);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- recreation and health improvement services for minor children;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- legal, printing services;
- provision of temporary accommodation services (hotels, hostels, guest
houses, boarding houses, campsites, etc.), tourist services;
- information services;
- services of pharmacies and veterinary organizations;
- services of cleaning companies; services for disinfection, disinsection,
deratization; funeral services;
- car maintenance and repair services;
- services of security companies;
- delivery services, courier services.
- public civil servants, municipal employees, employees of the authorities
of the Tomsk oblast, local governments and organizations subordinate to
them;
- students over 18 years old in professional educational organizations and
educational institutions of higher education
At least 70% of the total number of the adult population, primarily for
persons over 65 years of age, considering the contraindications
As amended: at least 80% of adult population
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- trade;
- beauty salons, beauty spas, massage parlors, solariums, baths, saunas,
fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners, hairdressers and other
similar services;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services, energy;

Contradictions
vaccination

to

Until 01.06.2021 vaccinate in Yakutsk
and the MeginoKangalassky District
01.07.2021 - in the
Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia)
As amended:
Until 15.08.2021 at
least 70% of the adult
population, primarily
those over 65 years
old
Until 15.11.2021 at
least 80% of the adult
population

The head of the
organization may
suspend
such
employees
by
order for the entire
period
of
epidemiological
trouble or until
such vaccinations
are received.
Below is the
responsibility
specified in the
letter of the Office
of the Federal
Service
for
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- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings);
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions, incl. in parks of culture and recreation, in
shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, houses of culture;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- the state civil and municipal service, the authorities of the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia) and their subordinate organizations

Supervision
of
Consumer Rights
Protection and
human well-being
in the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia)
dated 24 May
2021 No. 14-0009 / 53-3817-2021
For other legal
entities
and
individuals
performing work
not included in the
specified
List,
vaccinations
against COVID19 also become
mandatory,
however, if they
are not performed
due to the inaction
of the employer
and
/
or
employees, they
entail
administrative
liability provided
for failure to
comply with the
decision of the
official faces of
Rospotrebnadzor.
The employer is
obliged to carry
out organizational
work: determine
the total number
of
employees,
send the lists to the
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medical
organization,
submit
an
application
for
vaccinations,
coordinate
the
vaccination
schedule with the
medical
organization,
determine
the
procedure
and
frequency
for
informing about
the vaccinations
performed,
the
reasons for noncompliance (nonattendance
of
employees,
refusals,
contraindications
and etc.), by order
to allocate time for
vaccinations,
notify employees
about upcoming
vaccinations
(against
signature), inform
them
about
benefits
and
preferences
in
case
of
immunization (if
any,
under
a
collective
agreement
in
accordance with
the Decree of the
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Head
of
the
Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia) dated
15.05. 2021 N
1854),
provide
premises
for
medical workers,
create
the
necessary
conditions
for
their work.
For
noncompliance with
the decision of an
official
of
Rospotrebnadzor,
a legal entity bears
administrative
responsibility.
The employee is
obliged to appear
at the vaccination
station at the time
allocated by the
employer, where,
before
the
vaccination
procedure,
the
medical worker
must provide him
with
an
explanation of the
benefits
and
effectiveness of
vaccination,
conduct a survey,
examination and,
in the absence of
contraindications,
obtain informed
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Kamchatka
Krai

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the

At least 60% of the total number of employees, employees studying, as
amended – at least 80%

Contraindications to
vaccination

06.08.2021: provide
lists of employees to

consent
and
vaccinate. In case
of
refusal
of
vaccination, the
employee
must
issue it in writing,
indicating
the
reason for the
refusal (informed
refusal).
The
failure of a citizen
to appear at a
vaccination
station
at
a
specially allocated
time without a
good reason can
be regarded as a
violation of labor
discipline by a
citizen,
the
absence
of
vaccination
without
contraindications
(medical
withdrawal) and
without a written
informed refusal
to vaccinate can
be qualified as a
failure to comply
with the decision
of an official of
Rospotrebnadzor,
for
which
administrative
responsibility
No information
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Kamchatka Krai dated 23
July 2021 No. 1 “On carrying
out preventive vaccinations
against coronovirus infection
caused by the SARS-CoV-2
virus for certain groups of
citizens
according
to
epidemic indications” (as
amended on 18 October 2021
and 11 November 2021)

Primorsky
Krai

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Primorsky Krai dated 11
October 2021 No. 7 “On
carrying out preventive
vaccinations against a new

Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- education, healthcare, social protection, social services;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxis, transport infrastructure facilities;
- provision of housing and communal services and energy services;
- trade;
- catering;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's camps,
other places for holding such events for minors in buildings, structures
(premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation, shopping and
entertainment centers;
- culture and leisure;
- food industry;
- physical culture and sports;
- construction;
- industrial enterprises;
- crews of fishing vessels, employees of coastal fish processing enterprises,
employees of refrigeration terminals and other employees of the
infrastructure of the fishing industry who have contact with fish products;
- public civil servants holding positions in the state civil service of the
Kamchatka Krai, municipal employees holding positions in the municipal
service of the Kamchatka Krai, employees of the authorities and local
governments of the Kamchatka Krai and their subordinate organizations;
- persons over 18 years of age studying in professional educational
organizations and educational institutions of higher education
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, legal entities, individual entrepreneurs operating in the
following areas:

the territorial medical
organizations
for
organizing
and
conducting
immunization
according to epidemic
indications
20.08.2021:
first
component or singlecomponent vaccine
15.09.2021: second
component
As amended:
15.11.2021:
first
component or singlecomponent vaccine
15.12.2021: second
component
As amended:
25.01.2022:
first
component or singlecomponent vaccine
10.02.2022: second
component

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.11.2021:
component;
15.12.2021:
component

first
second

Persons aged 60 years

From 15.11.2021,
suspend
from
work, transfer to
remote work of
persons who have
not received a
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coronavirus
infection
(COVID-19) for certain
categories
(groups)
of
citizens
according
to
epidemic indications in
Primorsky
Krai”
(as
amended on 27 October
2021, 25 November 2021)

Khabarovsk
Krai

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Khabarovsk Krai
“On
carrying out preventive
vaccinations for certain
groups of citizens according
to epidemic indications”
dated 1 July 2021 No. 6 (as
amended on 19 November
2021 No. 14)

- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- transport;
- cultures (theatres, cinemas, concert halls, etc.);
- physical culture and sports;
- excursion, exhibition activities;
- service, provision of services to the population (trade, public catering,
hotel services, services of children's playrooms, children's entertainment
centers, maintenance, repair, provision of personal services, postal
services, cleaning, hairdressing (beauty salons), laundries, ateliers, dry
cleaners);
- food industry;
- fisheries, coastal fish processing enterprises, refrigeration terminals that
have contact with fish products;
- construction, housing and communal services and energy;
- industrial enterprises;
- administrative and managerial and office activities, incl. in client
divisions of multifunctional centers for the provision of state and
municipal services, financial organizations;
- ensuring fire safety, organization of fire extinguishing, search and rescue
of people, prevention and liquidation of emergency situations;
- persons holding state and municipal positions, persons holding positions
of the state civil service and municipal service, employees of state
authorities holding positions that are not positions of the state civil service,
employees of local governments holding positions that are not positions of
the municipal service, employees and employees of other state bodies,
employees of organizations subordinate to these bodies, operating in the
Primorsky Krai;
- persons aged 60 and over
At least 60% of the total number of employees, as amended – at least 80%
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
1) - working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract
in organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;

Contraindications to
vaccination

and older before
25.12.2021:
first
component or a single
component vaccine,
25.01.2022: second
component

single component
of the vaccine,
from 15.12.2021 persons who do
not
have
a
completed
vaccination course

31.07.2021:
component
31.08.2021:
component

No information

first
second

As amended:
20.11.2021:
first
component or onecomponent
20.12.2021: second
component.
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- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings) with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacuar events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, summer recreational institutions, other places for holding such
events for minors in buildings, structures, constructions (premises from
them), incl. in shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas;
- mass cultural and sports events;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- public civil servants holding the positions of the state civil service of the
Government of the Khabarovsk Krai, municipal employees holding the
positions of the municipal service of the municipalities of the Krai,
employees of the authorities of the Government of the Khabarovsk Krai
and their subordinate organizations;
- living in settlements located on the territory of Ayano-Maysky,
Nikolaevsky, Okhotsky, Tuguro-Chumikansky, named after Polina
Osipenko, Ulchsky municipal districts;
- living in the settlements of Khabarovsky, Nanaisky, Komsomolsky,
named after Lazo, Vaninsky, Sovetsko-Gavansky municipal districts,
prone to flooding during the predicted flood;
- students of professional educational organizations of higher and
secondary vocational education over 18 years old
2) As amended: at least 80% of the total number of employees, students,
persons working on a rotational basis;
- persons over 18 years of age studying in secondary vocational
educational organizations, higher education organizations, incl. sent for
internships and classes outside the structural divisions of educational
organizations studying in the evening and correspondence forms of
education;
- persons working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law
contract in organizations (enterprises) operating in the field of industry,
construction, transport and transport infrastructure, incl. employees of
organizations operating in the territories of Khabarovsk International

Persons aged 60 years
and older, persons
with chronic diseases
until 13.12.2021: first
component,
13.01.2022: second
component.
2)
Heads
of
organizations,
individual
entrepreneurs, in the
above areas, are
ordered to organize
the first component or
a single-component
vaccine
by
13.12.2021,
Until 13.01.2022 - the
second component
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Amur
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Amur Oblast dated 14
October 2021 No. 11 “On
immunization
of
the
population against a new
coronavirus
infection
(COVID-19) according to
epidemic indications”

Airport JSC, Khabarovsk Airport JSC, including airline personnel, as well
as employees of organizations operating in sea and river ports located on
the territory of the Khabarovsk Krai, including port authorities and
seafarers
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- catering;
- courier service;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural institutions, exhibitions, educational events (including museums,
exhibition halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official
events organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, other venues for
such events for minors in buildings, structures, constructions (premises in
them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation, shopping and entertainment
centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service in the
Amur oblast, municipal employees holding positions of the municipal
service in the oblast, employees of the authorities in the oblast and their
subordinate organizations;
- working on a rotational basis;

No information

15.11.2021:
first
component
or
a
single-component
vaccine
15.12.2021: second
component
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Magadan
Oblast

Sakhalin
Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Magadan Oblast dated 23
July 2021 No. 1 “On carrying
out preventive vaccinations
against coronavirus infection
caused by the SARS-Cov-2
virus for certain groups of
citizens
according
to
epidemic indications” (as
amended on 19 October 2021
No. 2)

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the

- persons aged 60 years and older, persons with chronic diseases incl. with
diseases of the bronchopulmonary system, cardiovascular diseases,
diabetes and obesity;
- persons living in social service organizations;
- persons subject to conscription for military service
At least 60% of the total number of employees; as amended – at least 80%
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- trade;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors, solariums, baths,
saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- catering;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxis, transport infrastructure facilities;
- education, healthcare, social protection, social services:
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings, excursions);
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes), theaters, cinemas, cultural centers;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other venues for similar events for minors in buildings, structures
(premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and recreation, shopping and
entertainment centers;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- public civil servants holding positions of the state civil service of the
oblast, municipal employees holding positions of the municipal service of
the oblast, employees of the oblast authorities and organizations
subordinate to them;
- crews of vessels of the fishing fleet, employees of coastal fish processing
enterprises, employees of refrigeration terminals that have contact with
fish products
At least 80% of the total number of employees

Contraindications to
vaccination

20.08.2021:
component
15.09.2021:
component

first
second

As amended:
25.11.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine,
27.12.2021: second
component

Contraindications to
vaccination

08.11.2021:
component

first

Suspend
from
work, transfer to
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Sakhalin Oblast dated 22
October 2021 No. 349 “On
prophylactic vaccinations
against novel coronavirus
infection (COVID-19)
certain categories (groups) of
citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications in the Sakhalin
region” (as amended on 12
November 2021)

Jewish
Autonomou
s Oblast

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Jewish Autonomous Oblast
dated 11 October 2021 No.
125

Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:
- health care, education, social services;
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- public transport, taxi;
- provision of housing and communal services and energy;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- trade; catering;
- household services, incl. laundries, dry cleaners and other similar
services;
- beauty salons, hairdressing, cosmetic, spa salons, massage parlors,
solariums, baths, saunas, fitness centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, libraries,
exhibition halls, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events, incl. game events, master
classes;
- hotel services;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's day
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- theaters, cinemas, concert halls;
- in the field of mass physical culture and sports services;
- law enforcement officers;
- public civil servants holding positions in the state civil service, municipal
employees holding positions in the municipal service in the administrative
territories of the Sakhalin Oblast and organizations subordinate to them;
- employees of the fishing industry (crews of fishing vessels, employees
of coastal fish processing enterprises and employees of refrigeration
terminals that have contact with fish products);
- employees providing services in the field of protection of enterprises,
organizations, institutions
At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- working on the basis of an employment contract, a civil law contract in
organizations, for individual entrepreneurs operating in the field of:

08.12.2021:
component

second

As amended:
for employees in the
field of protection of
enterprises,
organizations,
institutions
22.11.2021:
first
component or onecomponent vaccine,
22.12.2021: second
component

remote work from
08.11.2021
persons who have
not received a
single component
of the vaccine
against a new
coronavirus
infection;
from
08.12.2021
persons who do
not
have
a
completed
vaccination course
As
amended:
suspend
from
work, transfer to
remote work from
22.11.2021
persons who have
not received a
single component
of the vaccine
against a new
coronavirus
infection;
from
22.12.2021
persons who do
not
have
a
completed
vaccination course

Contraindications to
vaccination

15.11.2021:
component,
15.12.2021:
component

first
second

Suspend
from
work
from
15.11.2021
persons who have
not had a single
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“On immunization against a
new coronavirus infection
(COVID-19) in the Jewish
autonomous oblast” (as
amended on 18 October 2021
and 18 November 2021)

- health care, education, social protection and social services;
- children's playrooms, children's entertainment centers, children's health
camps, other places for holding such events for minors in buildings,
structures, constructions (premises in them), incl. in parks of culture and
recreation, shopping and entertainment centers;
- cinemas, concert halls;
- public transport;
- trade;
- catering;
- beauty salons, cosmetic, massage salons, solariums, baths, saunas, fitness
centers, fitness clubs, swimming pools;
- leisure, entertainment, spectacular events (including game events, master
classes);
- multifunctional centers for the provision of state and municipal services;
- client divisions of financial organizations, organizations providing postal
services;
- household services;
- housing and communal services and energy;
- cultural, exhibition, educational events (including museums, exhibition
halls, libraries, lectures, trainings), with the exception of official events
organized by executive authorities;
- industry;
- mass physical culture and sports events;
- off-budget funds: the social insurance fund, the territorial health
insurance fund, the Pension Fund of Russia for the Jewish Autonomous
Oblast;
- federal state civil servants, other employees of territorial bodies of federal
executive bodies located on the territory of the Jewish Autonomous Oblast,
with the exception of those specified in paragraph 3 of part 1 of Art. 44 of
the Federal Law dated 30 1999 No. 52-FZ, civil servants, other employees
of the government of the Jewish Autonomous Oblast, municipal
employees, other employees of the municipalities of the autonomous
oblast, employees of the authorities of the government of the autonomous
oblast and organizations subordinate to the authorities;
- industry;
- employees of the legislative (representative) body of state power of the
Jewish Autonomous Oblast, state bodies of the Jewish Autonomous Oblast
and organizations subordinate to them

As amended:
30.11.2021:
first
component,
26.12.2021: second
component

vaccination
against a new
coronavirus
infection,
from
15.12.2021
persons who do
not
have
a
completed course
of vaccination;
The
same
measures
are
duplicated by the
Order
of
the
Governor of the
Jewish
Autonomous
Oblast
dated
22.10. 2021 No.
328-рг
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Chukotka
Autonomou
s Okrug

Decree of the Chief State
Sanitary Inspector of the
Chukotka
Autonomous
Okrug dated 12 October
2021 No. 2 “On carrying out
preventive vaccinations for
certain groups of citizens
according
to
epidemic
indications on the territory of
the Chukotka Autonomous
Okrug”

At least 80% of the total number of employees
Categories (groups) of citizens subject to mandatory vaccination:
- education, healthcare, social protection and social services;
- transport;
- cultures (theatres, cinemas, concert halls, etc.);
- physical culture and sports;
- excursion, exhibition activities;
- service, provision of services to the population (trade, public catering,
hotel services, services of children's playrooms, children's entertainment
centers, maintenance, repair, provision of personal services, postal
services, cleaning, hairdressing (beauty salons), laundries, ateliers, dry
cleaners);
- food industry; fisheries, coastal fish processing enterprises, refrigeration
terminals that have contact with fish products;
- construction, housing and communal services and energy;
- industrial enterprises;
- administrative and managerial and office activities, incl. in client
divisions of multifunctional centers for the provision of state and
municipal services, financial organizations.
- state and civil servants holding the positions of the state civil service,
municipal employees, employees of authorities and local governments of
the Chukotka Autonomous Okrug

No information

01.11.2021:
component
22.11.2021:
component

first
second

Suspend
from
work, transfer to
remote work from
02.11.2021
persons who have
not received a
single component
of the vaccine
against a new
coronavirus
infection;
from
23.11.2021
persons who do
not
have
a
completed
vaccination course
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ANNEX 2

CASE-LAW OVERVIEW – INDIVIDUAL MEASURES
Refusal to undergo an enzyme immunoassay test:
•

Appellate ruling of the Moscow City Court of 16 March 2021 in case no. 33-7684/2020
(https://mos-gorsud.ru/rs/taganskij/services/cases/civil/details/b00a4631-0f91-11eb-a2a4c3d5e7f89ad9?caseNumber=2-3096/2020): the claimant, an English teacher, challenged the
decision of the local college, his employer, to suspend him from work due to his refusal to
undergo an enzyme immunoassay test. The appellate court upheld the decision of the firstinstance court rejecting the claim. The courts relied, inter alia, on Order of the Moscow City
Department of Education and Science of 21 August 2020 no. 269 ordering the heads of the
educational organisations to ensure that 100 per cent of their employees undergo enzyme
immunoassay tests and that those refusing to do so should be suspended from work, and the
respective order of the director of the college of 24 August 2020. The courts established that
the claimant had been notified of the latter order and the obligation to undergo the testing on
28 August, 1, 14, 18 and 22 September 2020, and that on 12 October 2020 he had been readmitted to work due to the introduction of the teleworking regime. The courts held that the
order to suspend the claimant from work had been lawful and in accordance with the domestic
law.
Refusal to undergo compulsory vaccination:

•

Decision of the Voroshilovskiy District Court of Volgograd of 1 December 2021 in case
no.
2-2386/2021
(https://vor-vol.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=27420321
1&delo_id=1540005&new=0&text_number=1): the claimant, a civil servant working in the
office of a local Justice of the Peace, challenged the lawfulness of the order of the Committee
of Justice of the Volgograd Region to suspend him from work on the ground that the claimant
had refused to undergo vaccination against COVID-19. The district court dismissed the claim
relying on, inter alia, the schedule of immunization on epidemic grounds adopted by Order of
the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation of 21 March 2014 no. 125н as amended by
order of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation of 9 December 2020 no. 1307н which
listed civil servants among the categories of persons subject to compulsory vaccination against
COVID-19, Decree of the Chief State Sanitary Inspector of the Volgograd Region of 27 July
2021 no. 01/3 ordering the implementation of the above-mentioned schedule of immunization
in the region, as well as decision of the Governor of the Volgograd Region of 21 August 2021
no. 582 ordering the employers to implement the Decree of the Chief State Sanitary Inspector
of the Volgograd Region. The district court established that on 23 August 2021 the claimant
had been notified of his obligation to undergo the compulsory vaccination against COVID-19
by 30 August 2021 (first shot) and 30 September 2021 (second shot), that on 31 August 2021
he had informed in writing the Committee of Justice of the Volgograd Region about his refusal
to undergo the compulsory vaccination, that the claimant had not provided the Committee with
any evidence attesting to the existence of any medical contraindications against vaccination,
and that on 31 August 2021 he had been notified of the order suspending him from work. The
district court found that the claimant’s suspension had been ordered in accordance with the
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labour legislation in force and that there had been no breaches of the respective procedure. The
claimant’s appeal is currently pending before the Volgograd Regional Court.
•

Decision of the Proletarskiy District Court of Tula of 29 September 2021 in case no. 21972/2021
(https://proletarsky-tula.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=78654366
&delo_id=1540005&new=0&text_number=1): the claimants, two employees of a military
factory, challenged their suspension from work on the ground of their refusal to undergo the
compulsory vaccination against COVID-19. The district court dismissed their claim relying,
inter alia, on the decree of the Chief State Sanitary Inspector of the Tula Region ordering
compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 of no less than 60 per cent of the employees of
systemic companies and the decision to include the claimant’s factory on the list of such
companies. The court established that the claimants had been duly notified by their employer
about the obligation to provide either vaccination certificates or certificates attesting to their
contraindications against vaccination or written refusals to undergo vaccination by a certain
date. The district court also noted that the factory had not been authorised to exempt any of its
employees from the compulsory vaccination, that 100 per cent of the factory’s employees also
comprised those with contraindications against vaccination and those not performing their
functions at the time for various reasons (studies, child care leave, sick leave, etc.), and that
the fact that 81 per cent of the factory’s employees had been vaccinated had not exempted the
rest of them from the compulsory vaccination. The court referred as well to the fact that the
factory had provided its employees with all necessary facilities for vaccination, that the
claimants had refused in writing to get vaccinated, and that they had not provided their
employer with any certificates attesting to their contraindications against vaccination. The
court established that the claimants could not perform their duties remotely, and found that
their suspension had been justified and necessary to protect other employees’ health. The
district court relied in its decision on Federal Law of 17 September 1998 no. 157-ФЗ “On the
immunoprophylaxis of infectious diseases” which imposed the obligation on employers to
suspend their non-vaccinated employees from work, as well as on Article 76 of the Labour
Code which provides that during the suspension period no salary is paid to an employee.

•

Appellate ruling of the Kursk Regional Court of 8 February 2022 in case no. 33-384/2021
(https://oblsud-krs.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=71759913
&delo_id=5&new=5&text_number=1): the claimant, a rescue worker, challenged the decision
of his employer to suspend him from work on the ground of his refusal to undergo the
compulsory vaccination against COVID-19. The courts established that in accordance with
Decree of the Chief State Sanitary Inspector of the Kursk Region of 2 July 2021 no. 6 no less
than 60 per cent of all municipal and regional civil servants were subject to the compulsory
vaccination against COVID-19, that only employers with contraindications against vaccination
were exempted therefrom, and that the claimant had been duly notified by his employer of the
obligation to submit either a vaccination certificate or a written refusal to undergo vaccination
and of his suspension in case of the claimant’s refusal to get vaccinated and failure to submit
proof of contraindications against vaccination. Since the claimant had not submitted any
certificate attesting to his contraindications against vaccination, and considering that he
belonged to the category of municipal civil servants, his suspension from work was in
accordance with the domestic law.
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•

Appellate ruling of the Nizhniy Novgorod Regional Court of 1 February 2022 in case no.
33-1474/2022
(https://oblsud-nnov.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=5350983
&delo_id=5&new=5&text_number=1): the claimant, an IT employee of the Coca-Cola
company, challenged the decision to suspend him from work on the ground of his refusal to
undergo the compulsory vaccination against COVID-19. The appellate court upheld the
decision of the first-instance court rejecting the claim. The domestic courts relied on Decree
of the Moscow City Chief State Sanitary Inspector of 15 June 2021 no. 1 providing for the
compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 of all individuals employed with retail businesses
and ordering employers to implement the respective measure. The courts established that the
claimant had been duly notified in writing about the obligation to undergo vaccination against
COVID-19, that he had refused to do so and had not provided any certificates attesting to his
contraindications against vaccination, that the employer had also notified the claimant about
his suspension from work in case of failure to get vaccinated against COVID-19, that the
employer had also provided all requisite facilities to ensure the employees’ vaccination and
had offered additional leave days. The appellate court also stated that compulsory vaccination
against COVID-19 was justified by the need to prevent further spread of the virus among the
population and was proportionate to the aim pursued. The courts concluded that the claimant’s
suspension had been ordered in accordance with the procedure provided by law and there had
been no violation of the labour law on the employer’s part.

•

Appellate ruling of the Kostroma Regional Court of 29 December 2021 in case no. 332671/2021
(https://oblsud-kst.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=3162356&
delo_id=5&new=5&text_number=1): the claimant, an employee of an educational institution,
challenged his suspension from work on the ground of his refusal to undergo the compulsory
vaccination against COVID-19. The domestic courts rejected the claim relying on Decree of
the Chief State Sanitary Inspector of the Kostroma Region of 13 July 2021 no. 7 which
provided for the compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 of, inter alia, no less than 60 per
cent of the employees of educational institutions by 15 August 20121 (first shot) and 15
September 2021 (second shot). The courts established that the claimant had been notified in
writing about the obligation to undergo vaccination against COVID-19, that on 30 July 2021
he had refused to do so and had not provided any certificate attesting to his contraindications
against vaccination, and that on 16 August 2021 the employer had ordered the claimant’s
suspension from work. The appellate court noted that, despite the claimant’s argument that 40
per cent of the employees had been under no obligation to undergo the vaccination against
COVID-19, all employees of educational institutions had been subject to the compulsory
vaccination.

•

Appellate ruling of the Tula Regional Court of 22 December 2021 in case no. 334227/2021
(https://oblsud-tula.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=43215287
&delo_id=5&new=5&text_number=1): the claimant, an employee of a military factory,
challenged the decision of his employer to suspend him from work on the ground of his refusal
to undergo the compulsory vaccination against COVID-19. The domestic courts dismissed the
claim relying, inter alia, on the Decree of the Chief State Sanitary Inspector of the Tula Region
ordering compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 of no less than 60 per cent of the
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employees of systemic companies and the decision to include the claimant’s factory on the list
of such companies. The courts established that the claimant had been duly notified by his
employer about the obligation to provide either a vaccination certificate or a certificate
attesting to his contraindications against vaccination or a written refusal to undergo vaccination
by a certain date. The courts also noted that the factory had not been authorised to exempt any
of its employees from the compulsory vaccination, that 100 per cent of the factory’s employees
also comprised those with contraindications against vaccination and those not performing their
functions at the time for various reasons (studies, child care leave, sick leave, etc.), and that
the fact that 81 per cent of the factory’s employees had been vaccinated had not exempted the
rest of them from the compulsory vaccination. The courts referred as well to the fact that the
factory had provided its employees with all necessary facilities for vaccination, that the
claimant had refused in writing to get vaccinated, and that he had not provided his employer
with any certificates attesting to his contraindications against vaccination. The courts found
that the claimant’s suspension had been justified and necessary to protect other employees’
health.
•

Appellate ruling of the Tver Regional Court of 21 December 2021 in case no. 334811/2021
(https://oblsud-twr.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=3&name_op=doc&number=9435575&
delo_id=5&new=5&text_number=1): the claimant, an employee of a local electric company,
challenged the decision to suspend her from work on the ground of her refusal to undergo the
compulsory vaccination against COVID-19. The domestic courts rejected the claim relying on
Decree of the Chief State Sanitary Inspector of the Tver Region of 18 June 2021 no. 1 ordering
the compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 of no less than 60 per cent of employees of,
inter alia, energy companies. The courts established that the claimant had been notified of the
obligation to undergo vaccination, that she had refused in writing to do so and had failed to
provide her employer with any certificates attesting to her contraindications against
vaccination. The appellate court concluded that the claimant’s suspension had been in
accordance with the domestic law.

•

Appellate ruling of the Vladimir Regional Court of 21 December 2021 in case no. 334665/2021
(https://oblsud-wld.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=9459696
&delo_id=5&new=5&text_number=1): the claimant, a nurse of a social services institution,
challenged her suspension from work on the ground of her refusal to undergo the compulsory
vaccination against COVID-19. The domestic courts dismissed the claim relying on Decree of
the Chief State Sanitary Inspector of the Vladimir Region of 15 July 2021 no. 4 ordering the
compulsory vaccination of no less than 60 per cent of employees of, inter alia, social welfare
and social services institutions by 15 August 2021 (first shot) and 15 September 2021 (second
shot). The courts established that the claimant had been notified by her employer of the
obligation to undergo vaccination and the suspension in case of the refusal to do so, that she
had refused in writing to get vaccinated against COVID-19 and had not submitted any
certificates attesting to her contraindications against vaccination. The appellate court noted that
the compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 had been necessary to protect other employees,
and that the fact that over 80 per cent of her fellow employees had been vaccinated by the time
the claimant had been suspended was not relevant since her employer had not been authorized
to exempt any of its employees from the compulsory vaccination. The court also referred to
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the fact that the claimant could not perform her functions remotely, and noted that since she
was working with elderly persons, the lack of vaccination could have also caused them harm.
•

Appellate ruling of the Supreme Court of the Sakha Republic of 15 December 2021 in
case
no.
33-4116/2021
(https://vs-jak.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=22206418
&delo_id=5&new=5&text_number=1): the claimant, an employee of a social welfare
institution, challenged her suspension from work on the ground of her refusal to undergo the
compulsory vaccination against COVID-19. The domestic courts rejected her claim relying,
inter alia, on Decree of the Chief State Sanitary Inspector of the Sakha Republic of 13 July
2021 no. 4 ordering the compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 of all employees of social
welfare and social services institutions. The courts established that the claimant had been
notified in writing about the obligation to undergo vaccination against COVID-19, that she had
refused to get vaccinated and had failed to provide any certificates attesting to her
contraindications against vaccination. The appellate court referred to the specifics of the
claimant’s profession and the need to protect her health and the health of others.

•

Appellate ruling of the Tula Regional Court of 15 December 2021 in case no. 334126/2021
(https://oblsud-tula.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=43215286
&delo_id=5&new=5&text_number=1): the claimants, two employees of a military factory,
challenged the decision of their employer to suspend them from work on the ground of their
refusal to undergo compulsory vaccination against COVID-19. The domestic courts dismissed
the claim relying, inter alia, on the Decree of the Chief State Sanitary Inspector of the Tula
Region ordering the compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 of no less than 60 per cent of
the employees of systemic companies and the decision to include the claimants’ factory on the
list of such companies. The courts established that the claimants had been duly notified by
their employer about the obligation to provide either a vaccination certificate or a certificate
attesting to their contraindications against vaccination or a written refusal to undergo
vaccination by a certain date. The courts also noted that the factory had not been authorised to
exempt any of its employees from the compulsory vaccination, that 100 per cent of the
factory’s employees also comprised those with contraindications against vaccination and those
not performing their functions at the time for various reasons (studies, child care leave, sick
leave, etc.), and that the fact that 81 per cent of the factory’s employees had been vaccinated
had not exempted the rest of them from the compulsory vaccination. The courts referred as
well to the fact that the factory had provided its employees with all necessary facilities for
vaccination, that the claimants had refused in writing to get vaccinated, and that they had not
provided their employer with any certificates attesting to their contraindications against
vaccination. The courts found that the claimants’ suspension had been justified and necessary
to protect other employees’ health.

•

Appellate ruling of the Yaroslavl Regional Court of 17 December 2021 in case no. 337633/2021
(https://oblsud-jrs.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=6486532&
delo_id=5&new=5&text_number=1): the claimant, an employee of a regional library,
challenged the suspension from work on the ground of her refusal to undergo the compulsory
vaccination against COVID-19. The domestic courts rejected the claim relying on Decree of
the Chief State Sanitary Inspector of the Yaroslavl Region of 13 July 2021 no. 43 ordering the
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compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 of, inter alia, employees of museums and libraries.
The courts established that the claimant had been notified in writing about the obligation to
undergo vaccination against COVID-19, that she had refused in writing to do so and had failed
to provide her employer with any certificate attesting to her contraindications against
vaccination. The courts concluded that her suspension from work was thus justified and in
accordance with law.
•

Decision of the Krasnooktyabrskiy District Court of Volgograd of 23 December 2021 in
case
no.
2-3600/2021
(https://krokt-vol.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=27622169
5&delo_id=1540005&new=0&text_number=1): the claimant, a tailor, challenged the decision
to suspend her from work on the ground of her refusal to undergo the compulsory vaccination
against COVID-19 in accordance with Decree of the Chief State Sanitary Inspector of the
Volgograd Region of 27 July 2021 no. 01/3. The district court established that on 28 July 2021
the claimant’s employer had notified her of the obligation to undergo vaccination against
COVID-19 until 30 August 2021 (first shot) and 30 September 2021 (second shot), and that
on 27 September 2021 the claimant had refused in writing to get vaccinated. On 1 October
2021 the claimant was suspended from work without salary. The district court granted the
claim finding that the claimant’s work was not on the list of works entailing a high risk of
infectious diseases and requiring compulsory immunization, neither was it in the decree of the
Chief State Sanitary Inspector of the Volgograd Region which did not provide for suspension
from work even in case of failure to undergo compulsory vaccination against COVID-19. The
court also noted that the claimant was performing her work without contacts with an unlimited
number of persons, and concluded that she had not been subject to the compulsory vaccination
against COVID-19. Therefore, the claimant’s suspension from work had been unlawful. The
decision was not challenged on appeal and became final.
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ANNEX 3

CASE-LAW OVERVIEW – REGIONAL LEGISLATION
•

Decision of the Khabarovsk Regional Court of 2 February 2022 in case no. 3a-2/2022
(https://kraevoy-hbr.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=35154230
&delo_id=1540005&new=&text_number=1): the claimants challenged several provisions of
Decree of the Government of the Khabarovsk Region of 2 July 2021 no. 274-пр introducing,
inter alia, restrictions on freedom of movement and imposing obligation for individuals to
present QR-codes confirming their vaccination against or recent recovery from COVID-19 and
their identification documents to attend public events and public places. The claimants argued
that the respective measures violated their right to respect for private life and freedom of
movement. The regional court rejected the administrative claim relying on various federal and
regional laws. In particular, the regional court noted that the Government of the Khabarovsk
Region had the authority to introduce compulsory measures for all citizens and organisations
in the region in the situations of emergency or high alert regime, and that the choice of specific
restrictive measures and means of their implementation was within the authority of a regional
government and depended on the epidemic situation in the respective region. The regional
court also indicated that the restrictive measures in question were of a limited duration and
were aimed at the protection of lives and health of all people in the region and the prevention
of further spread of the infectious disease. It further explained that the domestic legislation
provided for the possibility to refuse to undergo vaccination or to be exempt from it due to
contraindications. The court concluded that the restrictions could not be viewed as violating
any rights or freedoms of the claimants and were lawful and proportionate to the aims pursued.

•

Appellate ruling of the Fifth Appellate General Jurisdiction Court of 11 January 2022 in
case
no.
66a-100/2022
(https://5ap.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=10
35200&delo_id=5&new=5&text_number=1): the claimant challenged Decree of the Governor
of the Kamchatka Region of 10 April 2020 no. 50 suspending public events and gatherings in
the region with a few exceptions: public hearings, a sea fishing festival, visits to museums,
theaters, art galleries and amusement parks, etc. In particular, the claimant, who had been
planning to organize a static demonstration in his city, complained about the violation of his
right to freedom of assembly by the blanket ban on all public events, with a few exceptions,
without any assessment of existence of a real threat for human rights and freedoms, public
order or public safety. The appellate court upheld the first-instance decision rejecting the claim.
In particular, the court found that the Governor of the Kamchatka Region had acted within his
authority and in accordance with the respective procedure established by law, and that the
measures taken had been necessary to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in the region in order
to protect lives and health of others. The appellate court further stated that the ban on public
events was a temporary measure and that the decision to exempt some public events and
gatherings from that rule was within the Governor’s discretion.

•

Decision of the Supreme Court of the Sakha Republic of 21 December 2021 in case no.
3a-61/2021
(https://vs-jak.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=22219084
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&delo_id=1540005&new=0&text_number=1): the claimants challenged Decree of the Head
of the Sakha Republic of 25 October 2021 no. 2103 introducing the obligation for individuals
to present QR-codes confirming their vaccination against or recent recovery from COVID-19
to attend public events and public places. The claimants argued that the decree violated various
rights and freedoms, including freedom of movement and right to respect for private life,
divided all citizens in two groups of vaccinated and non-vaccinated individuals, discriminated
pregnant and lactating women, individuals with contraindications against vaccination and
people who could not use smartphones. The regional court rejected the claim relying on various
federal laws, the Russian Constitution and the European Convention on Human Rights and
referring to the possibility to restrict human rights and freedoms in some situations. Namely,
the regional court found that the head of the region had acted within his authority and in
accordance with the established procedure, that the obligation to present QR-codes confirming
vaccination against or recent recovery from COVID-19 was necessary to protect the population
of the region from the spread of COVID-19. The court also found that the allegations of
discrimination of certain groups of people were ill-founded as the respective measures had not
provided any advantages to any particular groups of people. The appeal against this decision
is currently pending before the Fifth Appellate General Jurisdiction Court.
•

Appellate ruling of the Third Appellate General Jurisdiction Court of 12 October 2021
in
case
no.
66a-1558/2021
(https://3ap.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=24
7197&delo_id=5&new=5&text_number=1): the claimant challenged Decree of the
Government of the Astrakhan Region on 4 April 2020 no. 148-П introducing the obligation to
present certificates of vaccination against or recovery from COVID-19 or negative PCR-test
results to attend various public events and public places in the region. The claimant argued that
such restrictions discriminated the persons who refused to undergo vaccination or PCR tests.
The courts rejected his claim relying on various federal laws. In particular, they held that the
regional governments had the authority to introduce various restrictions in the situations of
emergency, that the decree challenged by the claimant had been adopted in accordance with
the procedure established by law, and that the respective restrictions were necessary to prevent
further spread of COVID-19 in the region and to protect the lives and health of the population.

•

Decision of the Lipetsk Regional Court of 9 December 2021 in case no. 3a-81/2021
(https://oblsud-lpk.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=6019965&
delo_id=1540005&new=0&text_number=1): the claimant challenged Decree of the
Administration of the Lipetsk Region of 22 October 2021 no. 452 introducing the obligation
to present QR-codes confirming vaccination against or recovery from COVID-19 to be able to
attend public events and public places. In particular, the claimant complained about his
discrimination and coercion to undergo the vaccination. He also argued that the respective
restrictions were not preventing the further spread of the infection, that the use of QR-codes
was violating his right to respect for private life, and that the vaccine against COVID-19 had
not undergone all requisite trials. The regional court rejected the claim relying on various
federal laws and concluding that the administration of the Lipetsk Region had the authority to
introduce various restrictions in cases of emergency or high alert regime. The court held that
the decree was adopted in accordance with the procedure established by law and for the
purposes of preventing the further spread of COVID-19 in the region. The regional court also
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found that, considering the epidemic situation in the region, the respective measures, although
restricting the claimant’s rights as a non-vaccinated person, were proportionate to the aim
pursued and could not be viewed as discriminatory. The appeal against this decision is
currently pending before the First Appellate General Jurisdiction Court.
•

Appellate ruling of the First Appellate General Jurisdiction Court of 8 December 2021
in
case
no.
66a-4918/2021
(https://1ap.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=21
11240&delo_id=5&new=5&text_number=1): the claimant challenged Decree of the Chief
State Sanitary Inspector of the Kaliningrad Region of 23 June 2021 no. 12 introducing the
obligation for, inter alia, no less than 60 per cent of employees of educational institutions to
undergo vaccination against COVID-19. The claimant, a teacher, complained about the
compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 and the impossibility to carry on her professional
activities in case of refusal to get vaccinated. She also challenged Decree of the Government
of the Kaliningrad Region of 23 July 2021 no. 446 limiting access to public events for nonvaccinated persons and persons without negative PCR-test results. In particular, the claimant
argued that it violated her rights since she had to bear all expenses for the PCR testing and
could not claim any reimbursement thereof. The domestic courts decided to discontinue the
proceedings for the following reasons. As far as the decree of the Chief State Sanitary Inspector
of the Kaliningrad Region was concerned, the courts held that the respective decree was
addressed to the heads of educational institutions and, therefore, the claimant’s rights were not
concerned by it. They also established that the claimant had contraindications against
vaccination against COVID-19 and, thus, was not subject to compulsory vaccination. As for
the decree of the Government of the Kaliningrad Region, the courts established that it was
addressed to the catering businesses in one of the municipalities. Since the claimant was not
an owner of a catering business and resided in a different place, the respective decree could
not affect her rights.

•

Decision of the Zabaykalskiy Regional Court of 3 December 2021 in case no. 3a-195/2021
(https://oblsud-cht.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud_delo&srv_num=1&name_op=doc&number=12564121
&delo_id=1540005&new=0&text_number=1): the claimants challenged decrees of the
Governor of the Zabaykalskiy Region of 12 June 2020 no. 74 and of 8 April 2020 no. 30
ordering self-isolation of all persons older than 60 years if they had not been vaccinated against
or had not recently recovered from COVID-19, and limiting access to public events and public
places for persons without QR-codes or medical certificates attesting to their vaccination
against or recent recovery from COVID-19. The claimants argued that those measures violated
their rights to liberty and security, freedom of movement, equality of citizens and right to
respect for private life. The regional court rejected the claim relying on various federal laws
and concluding that the Governor had the authority to order the respective measures and that
his decree had been adopted in accordance with the procedure established by law. The regional
court also held that the restrictive measures were aimed at preventing further spread of
COVID-19 in the region and protecting the rights of the population there. Considering the
epidemic situation in the region, the court found that the restrictive measures were justified
and proportionate to the aims pursued. The appeal against this decision is currently pending
before the Fifth Appellate General Jurisdiction Court.
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•

Decision of the Supreme Court of the Chuvash Republic of 29 November 2021 in case no.
3a-322/2021
(http://vs.chv.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sdp2_cases#id=1_28c18ed5fd1f864dc9f82105b1f
d8b12&shard=r21&from=p&r={%22dateValue%22:%2229.11.2021%22}): the claimants
challenged decrees of the Head of the Chuvash Republic of 29 June 2021 no. 93 and of 20 June
2020 no. 166 limiting access to public events and public places for persons without certificates
attesting to their vaccination against COVID-19 or negative PCR-test results. The claimants
argued that the respective restrictions were discriminatory and were not able to prevent the
further spread of the infection. The regional court dismissed the claim relying on various
federal laws and held that the respective decrees were lawful and adopted in accordance with
the procedure established by law. The court also held that the restrictive measures did not
violate the claimants’ rights and were justified by the need to prevent further spread of the
infection and to protect the rights of the population in the region. The appeal against this
decision is currently pending before the Fourth Appellate General Jurisdiction Court.
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